Alcoholpolicy I BROADWAY MUSICAL REVIEW
under revision
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By ALLISON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

Steps are underway to change
the College's current alcohol policy.
A subcommittee of the College
Affairs Committee (CAC) met for
the first time on Monday, November 2, to begin addressing the sixth
and seventh recommendations
from the Campus Culture Working Group's (CCWG) report.
The report, passed unanimously
by the Board of Trustees on the
weekend of October 16, seeks to
address "the broader issue of
drinking as a feature of Colby student life."
While the report makes 10 recommendations, many of which are
extensive and will be long-term
projects, the recently formed subcommittee is addressing the following two:
* The College should abolish
the alcohol points system and
charge the Dean of Students Office, in conjunction with the CAC,
to develop a clearer and more
transparent disciplinary program
concerning alcohol use.
* The College should adopt a
new policy with regard to the use
of hard alcohol on campus.
Specifically: Students who are 21
or older should be permitted to
possess and consume beer and
wine on campus (i.e. in residence
halls and at approved events);
and the use and possession of
hard alcohol on campus during
the academic year should be limited to the Pub and licensed
catered events.
The group will be drafting policy in direct response to the above
recommendations.
While the group does not have
a timeline yet, "I think we'd like
to see the work of this group done
by the end of the semester," Senior Associate Dean Paul Johnston,
one of the subcommittee members, said.
The subcommittee is made up
of six members, all of whom serve
on the CAC. There are two administrators, one faculty member
and four students.
Johnston said, "As has been
the case, we would continue to
encourage people who haven 't
read it to read it, and if there are
folks out there who have suggestions or recommendation that
they 'd like the committee to consider, they can channel that
through me."

FEATURES

Brooms,
snitches,
glory
By COURTNEY YEAGER
FEATURES EDITOR

to convey to students that the
Pugh Center is open to everybody, not just members of Pugh
Center clubs.
Mahabir said PCB is creating
more smaller events throughout
the year to branch out to a larger
pool of students who may not be
able to attend the few large
events that the center and organization has grown accustomed to
hosting in previous years.
Mahabir hopes PCB will be
able to encourage more students
to utilize the Pugh Center and
promote a stronger dialogue on
culture and difference on the
Hill. Mahabir said she is trying
to reach this goal by institutionalizing changes like holding office hours in order to make
members of PCB' available to
students, as well as continuing
the success of PC Coffee from
last spring.
PCB is also reaching out to students by working in close conjunction with the Student
Programming Board (SPB) and
the Student Government Association (SGA), by meeting with these
clubs and helping to plan events

Picture this: A white tent and
three goal hoops stationed on either side of a playing field. The
flaps of the tent open and the
crowd roars with excitement.
Seven players from each team
emerge: three chasers, two beaters, one keeper and one seeker.
The quaffle , bludgers and golden
snitch are released. An announcer states that the grueling
game has begun.
This description appears to be
taken from a chapter of one J.K.
Rowling's Harry Potter books, a
series that is treasured by muggles
of all ages across the world. But it
also offers a glimpse of a scene
that may soon play out right here
on the Hill. With any luck, Colby
Quidditch will be an official campus club by the spring semester.
Five first-years have been planning the club since the night of Fall
Formal, when the group discovered they all share a love for Harry
Potter.In the lengthy conversation
that ensued, Sydney Campbell ' 13
asked her friends , "Did you guys
know that Quidditch is a real
sport?" That was the spark. The
group spent then spent the next
few hours watching online videos
of muggle Quidditch teams and
toying with the idea of forming
their own team at the College.
The sport of Quidditch is rapidly increasing in popularity
among colleges, especially in the
Northeast. Middlebury College
founded the Intercollegiate Quidditch Association (IQA) in 2007
and hosts the Quidditch World
Cup annually in October. The
sport attempts to imitate true wizard Quidditch on the playing field
whenever possible. The snitch
takes on a human form, typically
that of a skilled long distance runner, and the magical quaffle and
bludgers are replaced by less
harmful soccer balls and dodgeballs. And, although their brooms
do not fly them around the field,
players must hold a broom in one
hand to maintain the authenticity
of the fantasy sport.

See PUGH, Page 3

See QUIDDITCH , Page 8
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Michael Clark 'U performs "Hook's Waltz"for BMR's 25th anniversary. The show sold out all three nights. Seepage12for more coverage.

THE PUGH CENTER

PCBcontinuesto expand student
invdvementand
campiisi»Te8aK«
By MY TIEN HUYNH
OPINION EDITOR

Across the road from Eustis
and Lovejoy is a building bousing some of the College 's most
socially involved clubs. It is
the Pugh Center, a part of Cotter Union. Its glass doors and
windows are aimed at providing students and faculty with
an inclusive and welcoming
area to hang out and promote
multicultural ism.
The
building
currently
houses 12 clubs and organizations that share the common
mission of promoting diversity
and multi-cultural understanding on campus.
The Pugh Center is more than
a building for Pugh club offices ,
however; it is an area that hosts
many of the College's most popular events including PC Coffee—providing students and
faculty with a monthly forum for
discussion on social issues at the
College—and
the annual
S.H.O.U.T. weekend , which involve a variety of interactive
events and speakers that highlights the importance of diversity
on the Hill.
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breaking news

New Vice Presidentof Academia

Lori O. Kletzer will come to the College as the new Vice President for Academic Aflairs and Dean of Faculty, PresidentWilliam
D. Adams announced November 9. '
Kletzer is currently a professorof economics at the University of
California, Santa Cruz. Kletzer specializes in research into global
competition and the ways that competition affects U.S. workers.
At Santa Cruz, Kletzer has served as chair of the Department of
Economics. In addition she is currently the chair of their campus'
Academic Senate.
Kletzer, who graduated from Vassar College in 1979 continued
to earn her Ph.D. at the University of California, Berkeley. She
worked at Williams College as a memberof their faculty for seven
years prior to moving to Santa Cruz.
"Lori Kletzer brings many strengths to Colby, but I was particularly impressed by berstrong teaching record at institutions committed to undergraduate education and by her distinguishedrecord
of scholar-hip,"said Adams in a press release announcing the new
Dean of Faculty.
Kletzerwill succeed Edward H. Yeterian who has been the dean
for the past 12 years. Yeterianwill return to the psychology department of She College.
Information
f o rthis article w takenf r o mthe Colby College
November9 PressRelease
- AnnaKelemen, Senior Newsand FeaturesEditor

At the Pugh Center, there are
chairs, couches and tables on the
first floor where students study,

The Pugh Community Board
(PCB), overlooks and directs the
ways in which the Pugh Center

NICK 10DICE/THE COLBY ECHO

The Colbyettes sing at the Pugh Club Palooza held November 10.
talk or hang out after a rough day.
Unlike most of the College, the
Pugh Center is accessible to students 24 hours a day.

advances the College 's goals regarding multiculturalism. This
academic year, Sonia Mahabir
' 11 , the chair of PCB, is looking

| LOVEJOY VISITING JOURNALIST

Race's new role

Columnist
addresses
race 's role in
the media

By RACHEL GOFF
ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

"We are living in a most ironic
media moment," Boston Globe
columnist Derrick Jackson began,
in his lecture "Obama: Has the
Color of the President Changed
the Character of the Media?"
Over the years, the media has
tried to "get the story right about
race," Jackson said. It diversified
and developed an environment in
which President Barack Obama
could be elected president, but
now that it has succeeded, "the

media is stagnating and slipping,"
as employment rates of minorities
in print journalism have dropped
significantly in recent years.
Jackson spoke about how race
plays a role in the news at the College on Monday, November 9, in
the second installment of the
Lovejoy Visiting Journalist in
Residence series.
Jackson has worked as everything from a sports writer to a
photographer, and has written for
The Boston Globe for over two
decades. He has been recognized
by a number of prestigious organizations for his thought-provoking
coverage of a wide variety of important issues.
Through his extensive experience, Jackson has come to the realization that the media do not
always portray the "overall reality
See JACKSON, Page 2
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Under newmanagementLuziCare

I CCAKbackaf ter short hiatus

By SARAH LYON
NEWS STAFF

Jamie Goldring '09 knew he
wanted to spend the summer of
2006 working with non-profit organizations when he chose to volunteer in Malawi, Africa. Little
did he know how much his life
would change upon discovering
just how severely the lack of accessible healthcare
affected
Malawi 's citizens. In response, he
founded LuziCare.
This year, LuziCare has already
sponsored several events on campus, including last month 's speed
dating night-and-a-half marathon.
Leaders Ricky Schwartz ' 11 and
Zach Ezor '10 have already raised
over $2,200 and hope to collect
over $ 15,000 during the 2009-2010
school year to donate to the cause.
After interning with the Pendulum Project , an organization that
Goldring said "works with small
grassroots community organizations," he returned to Mayflower
Hill , determined to spread the
word about the issue facing
Malawi . Inspired to make a difference , Goldring started the LuziCare organization on campus in
the fall of 2007.
"My trip to Malawi certainl y
has influenced a lot of what I' ve
done since," Goldring said. "I
learned a great deal about third
world poverty. I really wanted to
bring my experience in Malawi
back to Colby somehow and do
something to benefit people in the
communities in which I worked."
LuziCare "seeks to improve
[Luzi Orphan Care 's] capacity to
provide home-based care for people living with HIV/AIDS and
other chronic illnesses in communities the organization serves," according www.Iuzicare.com.
LuziCare approaches its goal
with a three formula. First , it provides "formal training in homebased care methods approved by
the World Health Organization
(WHO) to Luzi 's untrained volunteer community health workers."
Second, it purchases ambulance bicycles to "serve as mobile
care clinics" and to "allow Luzi
volunteers to transport those in se-

. . .

news in brief-
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Zach Ezor '10 stands at a table to explain the work of LuziCare during fundraiserfeaturingspeed dating
and an auction. They have already raised over $2,200 and aim to collect over $15,00 this academic year.
rious need of medical attention to
local clinics."
Thirdly, LuziCare also harvests
crops through an agricultural project to raise funds for the cause.
"Sometimes it 's only a matter
of a few kilometers that prevent
people in emergency situations
from getting care and surviving,"
Goldring said.
Only two years old, the LuziCare club is thriving on
Mayflower Hill as it seeks to raise
funds to better the lives of
Malawi's citizens through studentrun projects on campus.
"People have been coming to
us [with ideas, and] CAs [Community Advisors] are coming with
dorm events. The word is really
spreading
around
campus,"
Schwartz said. "For Jamie, he put
his heart and soul into this project ,
and for us, we're continuing his
legacy. It 's really exciting."
In an effort to spread word
about the healthcare issue in
Malawi, Nick Cunkelman * 11 is
currently working on a documentary addressing the matter as part
of his independent study. In partnership with Ken Wong '83 of
Face-to-Face AIDS and Goldring,
Cunkelman is compiling photos
and videos of the people in
Malawi. The documentary will be
released at the end of the academic school year.
"I wanted to do an independent

study in documentary film-making and 1 know this is a great
story," he said. "I think it's important to educate people about
healthcare and how fortunate we
are in a place like this, and how
there's a huge discrepancy around
the world. Everyone should have
access to healthcare and a good
education, so any way we can help
people have access to basic rights
is a great thing."
Goldring took time off from
college during the 2007-2008
school year in order to devote
more time to LuziCare. He returned to Malawi this past summer to follow up on the project.
"The purpose of LuziCare at
Colby is two-fold," Goldring said.
"One is improving access to
healthcare in communities in rural
Africa , and the second purpose is
educating people."
Ezor cites the response from
the Class of 2013 as one of the
main reasons he expects LuziCare
will flourish this year. Hilary Neff
'13, will spend JanPlan in Malawi
helping with Luzi Orphan Care.
"One of the most incredible
things this year has been the support for this project we 've gotten
from the freshman class," he said.
"We have more representation
from the freshmen at the weekly
meetings than we do from any
other class. At speed dating, the
majority of people who showed

up were also freshmen. It means
people will be around [in coming
years] who are enthusiastic about
the project."
Georgie Hurst ' 13 joined LuziCare because of her combined interest in African culture and
community service.
"I have a strong interest in
Africa and after college I hope to
do some public service work in
Africa ," she said. "The most important thing is not just to be involved but to1 become invested in
the project itself."
Hurst spent three weeks during
the summer of 2007 building
classrooms and restoring a school
in Tanzania and hopes to eventually return to Africa to continue
volunteering.
"It kind of exposed me to the
African culture and I realized how
much I loved it , and I've always
been interested in community
service, so it showed me where I
wanted to help."
Goldring hopes LuziCare will
make its way onto other college
campuses in the near future.
"We know that poverty exists
in the third world, but what does
that mean? It means millions of
people will lack the most basic
needs, and that means access to
healthcare, and we'd like to educate people about that [and] to
make advocates of Colby students
and others," he said.

The administration lifted the Colby Cares About Kids (CCAK)
suspension on November 6. In an e-mail sent out to mentors,
CCAK Coordinator Lori Morin announced that the program
would resume on Monday, November 9.
The program was put on hold due to concerns over the spread
of the H INI virus. In the wake of an outbreak of the flu at local
schools, the Colby Volunteer Center suspended all volunteering
activities. (See full coverage of the suspension in the November
4 issue of the Echo).
While most mentors were sad to miss the time spent each week
with their mentees, many were happy that precautions were taken
to protect their heath. Now that the ban has been lifted , students
on the Hill are eager to return to their off campus volunteering.
In an effort to reduce the effects of the suspension of CCAK on
the children, individual site coordinators, along with Morin, organized "Mentor Mail." Mentors were encouraged to send personalized post cards to their mentees as a replacement for their
usual weekly visits.
According to an e-mail sent out by Morin, roughly 220 postcards
were delivered during the program's brief suspension of visits.
Although Morin was pleased with the success of the postcard
program, she emphasized the importance of in-person contact. In
her e-mail announcing the lifting of the suspension, Morin wrote
that "even more smiles will light up the mentees' faces when
[mentors] return" to their sites in the coming week.
The swine flu is still a concern and organizers continue to
stress caution. Mentors who are feeling ill are advised not to
mentor until their health has returned. Additionally, while on
site and once back on campus, mentors are reminded to wash
their hands frequentl y in the hopes of preventing further spread
of any illness.
- Anna Kelemen, Senior News and Features Editor

Visiting j o u r n agives
l i s talk
t

20 YEARS LATER

CHRIS HODEH/THE COLBY ECHO

Columnist Derrick Jackson spoke to a crowd in Ostrove Auditorium on Monday, November 9. He is on the Hill as a Lovejoy Visiting Journalist and gave a talk on race s' role in the media.

From JACKSON, Page 1
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On Tuesday, November 3rd, panelists gathered in Diamond to discuss various implications of the fall of the Berlin Wall since 1989.

of events."
"The media report and write
from the standpoint of a white
man 's world," Jackson said, as

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

they inaccurately depict reports
of violence and crime. "These dep ictions reinforce the notion of
African-Americans as useless
people who deserve their fate ,"
he said.
Jackson shared statistics that
demonstrated that , in the news,
white people are often portrayed
as "good Samaritans," while
African-Americans are more
likely to be photographed in the
hands of the police.
Similarly, Jackson cited studies
that have determined that even
though only 42 percent of AfricanAmericans are unemployed, in
photos in magazines such as Time
they are depicted as jobless 88
percent of the time.
"I know I've rattled off a lot of
numbers," Jackson said, after
sharing even more statistics that illustrate the inaccurate defamation
of African Americans and praise
whites by the media. He proceeded to explain that from his experience, however, he has found it
is necessary to put things in numbers in order for people to understand the widespread severity of
unconscious racism.

I

November Election Recap

Question 1 passes by a slim margin, Maine residents support proposition, deny marriage equality
Maine voters repealed legislation allowing
same-sex couples to marry on, Tuesday, November 3, in a vote of 53 percent to 47 percent.
Last May, the Maine Legislature passed a
bill for marriage equality and Governor John
Baldacci (D-ME) signed the bill into law.
However, it was never able to take effect because of a petition drive opposing the law,
which eventually became Question 1 on the
ballot this month.
High numbers came out to vote, and though
Question 1 was passed by a relativel y slim
margin , only in three counties did the majority
of voters vote "no" on one.
"I still can 't really believe that over half of
the voters in Maine decided not to let me have
rights," Jennifer Corriveau '10 , an openly gay
student said.
"I think a lot of people at Colby view [samesex marriage] as a political issue, but I view it
as a human rights issue. And so it 's really surprising that it's even being voted on in this
country and that it's not something that people
just see as a human rights issue," she said. Corriveau is part of the steering committee for the
Brid ge, the College 's gay-straight alliance.
Justin Rouse '12 voted "no" on Question 1.
"We have a separation of church and state for
a reason and we have a 1 4,h amendment for a
reason and we have a governing document for
a reason ," he said.
"As our governing document, the Constitution should be taken in higher esteem than any
religious doctrine and I feel that on Tuesday,
we denied constitutional protection to a sector
of society," he said.
Because Maine is in New England , a region
which has had much success with gay-marriage
legislation , and given the strong support for
the NO on 1/Protect Maine Equality campaign,
many across the nation looked to Maine with
the hopes that it would be the first state to vote
to accept gay-marriage at the polls. Instead,
Maine joined the ranks of the 31 other states
where voters blocked gay marriage through
public referendum.
In a letter to marriage equality supporters ,
Jesse Connolly, NO on 1/Protect Maine Equality campaign manager, wrote, "We're in this for

the long haul. For next week , and next month ,
and next year—until all Maine families are
treated equally. Because in the end, this has always been about love and family and that will
always be something worth fi ghting for."
The Yes on 1 campaign, which opposed gaymarriage legislation, gained much support in the
state. Particularly effective were its television
ads, noted for using scare tactics. In perhaps its
most famous ad of the campaign, a Massachusetts couple tells of their young son who was
taught in school that a man can marry another
man. Gay-marriage is legal in Massachusetts. In
the ad, one Maine teacher implores "Vote Yes
on Question I to prevent homosexual marriage
from being taught in Maine schools."
The Morning Sentinel noted trends along religious and generational lines this Election Day.
The Roman Catholic diocese has consistently opposed legislating marriage equality.
The church preached these beliefs at weekly
mass throughout Maine, urging voters to hold
steadfast to the sanctity of marriage.
Amanda Burgess MO is a Maine resident, religious studies major and lifelong Catholic.
She made it to the polls to vote "no" on one,
and she said "it was really hard for me to see
what the diocese was doing and all the money
they were giving [to the Yes on 1 campaign]."
Burgess stopped attending mass in June because listening to priests use religion for a political agenda and one that would take away
basic human rights, was too much to bear.
She was not alone. Several students who
regularly attended Catholic mass on the Hill
echoed her sentiments, saying they were turned
off and disappointed by what they were hearing in church. Some students, like Burgess ,
stopped attending mass.
Laura Maloney '12 pointed to an organized
movement within some religious communities
as one of the reasons she believes Question I
passed. The bishop, she said , stressed that accepting marriage equality would hurt families
and children.
She also said that there was a sense that
churches would be penalized if they did not
speak out against gay marriage.
Roman Catholic Bishop of Portland Richard

Malone posted a note on the church's website
thanking those who voted "yes" last Tuesday, an
action which he had urged his followers to take.
"I want to thank the peop le of Maine for
protecting and reaffirming their support for
marriage as it has been understood for millennia by civilizations and religions around the
world ," he wrote.
The Colby Democrats (the Dems) supported
same-sex marriage and worked with NO on 1
to canvass, phone bank and get community
members to vote early.
Burgess, president of the Dems, said many
of the club members have e-mailed her, quite
upset with the results of the election.
However, "one of the things that I think has
hel ped the Dems get through is that this is such
a generational issue. This is going to be a long
fight , but history 's on our side ," Burgess said.
Just take a look at the results from the University of Maine-Orono. Voting 81-19 percent in
favor of marriage equality, the university 's demographics indicate where the younger generation stands on the issue. This information comes
from a blog on The New York Times website.
Baldacci responded to the vote , saying, "I
think this is one in which you can change laws
and you can pass laws , but it doesn 't change
hearts and minds. We have many miles to
travel , but we know for certain the destination ,
which is equality for all of our people. "
Though only a referendum ballot was on the
table this year, the hotly debated questions
drew more than the usual number of voters to
the polls. According to The Morning Sentinel ,
"In 2007 , the last year without a presidential
election , Mainers voted on five referendums ,
including a proposed racetrack casino in Washington County. That year , fewer than 2,200
Waterville residents voted on the five referendum questions. This year, more than 5,000 voters weighed in on each question in Waterville."
"My fear is that people are going to disengage and be so frustrated with the outcome that
they [don 't push forward, fighting for marriage
equality]. But change takes a really long time,
and we need to keep that in mind. Even though
it 's frustrating we need to keep fighting the
good fight ," Burgess said.
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"We 're putting to vote people 's lives to i
point where I don 't have the right to be with
the person that I love because other people
think it 's not real or that it goes against something...but times change , people change , anc
it's frustrating to see that people aren 't responding to the change that 's happening
around them," Corriveau said.
- Allison Ehrenreich, News Editor
Election Results
1 - Do you want to reject the new law that lets
same-sexcouplesmarryand allows individualsand
religiousgroupsto
refusetope rformthesemarriages?
53% passed
2 - Do you want to cut the rate of the municipal excise tax by an average of 55% on motor
vehicles less than six years old and exempt hybrid and other alternative-energy and highly
fuel-efficient motor vehicles from sales tax and
three years of excise tax?
74% voted down
3 - Do you want to repeal the 2007 law on
school district consolidation and restore the
taws previously in effect?
58% voted down
4 - Do you want to change the existing formulas that limit state and local government
spending and require voter approval by referendum for spending over those limits and for increases in state taxes?
60% voted down
5 - Do you want to change medical marijuana
1 laws to allow treatmentof more medical conditions
and to create a regulated system of distribution?
59% passed
6 - Doyoufavora $ 71,250,000 bond issuefor
improvements to highways and bridges, airports,
public transitfacilities, ferryand portfacilities,
including port and harbor structures, as well as
funds for the LifeFlight Foundation that will
make the State eligible for over $148,000,000 in
federal and other matching funds?
65% passed
7-Doyouf a v oamendingtheConstitution
r
qfMaine
to increasedie amountof timethatlocalofficialshave
to certify thesignatureson directinitiativepetitions?
52% voted down
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Pugh^CommwiityBoard aims to spread diversity through its clubs

Multiculturalism is a common thread among the religious, political, cultural and other types of Pugh clubs
From PUGH, Page 1

including this past Fall Formal.
"We've definitely gotten oui
name out more. Even sharing the
calendar is an exciting thing because the three big groups on
campus working together is a really positive step," Kira Novak
' 12, the PCB member responsible
for contacting club leaders and
fostering PCB's relationship withi

Here's What's Playing Frl.,
Nov. 13 through Thurs.
Nov. 19
Pirate Radio
R Nightly at 4:40 and 7:00;
also Fri.& Sat. at 9:20
Matinees Sat., Sun . and Wed.
at 12:00 Noon
Amelia
R Nightly at 4:30 & 6:50;
also Fri. & Sat. at 9:00;
Matinees Sat., Sun. & Wed
at 12:00 Noon
A Serious Man
R Nightly at 7:10; also Fri.
& Sat. at 9:15; Matinees Sat ,
Sun & Wed at 2:50

Coco Before Chanel
R Nightly at 5:00; Matinees
Sat., Sun. and Wed. at 12:40

SGA and SPB, said.
This year, the Pugh Center
welcomed back two clubs that
have been revived after several
years of inactivity: Four Winds,
an organization aiming to provide students with an opportunity to learn more about Native
American cultures headed by
Leslie Hutchings '11, and the
Women's Group, a club which
seeks to provide gender awareness and gender equality for females headed by Heather
Elizabeth Pratt ' 11 and Nicole
Ziemlak '11.
On November 11, Four
Winds, PCB and the Goldfarb
Center will host "Indigenous
Peop les and Human Rights in
2009 ," a lecture that speaks
on Indigenous rights as part
of Native American Awareness Month.
New to the Pugh Center this
year is Gentlemen of Quality
(GQ), whose mission is to promote male camaraderie and
awareness of male issues.
"I think Gentlemen of Quality
is so cool because people are so
hard-pressed to find a men's
group," Novak said. "A lot of
male bonding is done through
sports teams, so there are a lot of
male students who ask, 'What
about me?*" GQ is headed by
Mavrick Afonso ' 11 and Edwin
Torres '12.
This year, the Asian Cultural
Society (ACS) and the AsianAmerican Student Association
(ASA) have merged into one office and are planning a variety of
events promoting Asian culture
including putting on the Lunar
New Year celebration in February, according to Lyoe Lee Ml ,
head of ACS.
Representatives from Four
Winds , ASA, ACS, GQ and the
Women's Group, alongside the
other Pugh Center clubs, were
present Tuesday, November 10 at
the Pugh Club Palooza, an open
house event where club represen-

tatives made themselves available
to speak with students, engage in
multi-cultural games and activities
and enjoy a variety of foods.
The Colby Eight performed as
part of the evening's festivities, giving a crowd-pleasing rendition of
Michael Jackson's 'Thriller." They
were joined by other a capella
groups throughout the evening.
"The main purpose of the
Pugh Club Palooza was just to
show everyone that we're here.
The Pugh Center is available
for every student, and we do fun
things. We have a lot of clubs
that are very unique and exciting and they can use support.
We want everyone to know that
PCB exists...and to just have
fun with the campus and continue to build community," Mahabir said.
PCB is planning a follow-up
Pugh Club Palooza in the spring.
With all changes accounted
for, Mahabir nonetheless insisted
that the most useful way to improve the Pugh Center, PCB and
the sense of community at Colby
is for students to speak up and
get involved.
"In order for PCB to grow, we
need feed-back from other students. We're all very approachable; we want to hear ideas and
suggestions on how to make PCB
better. Anyone can come to talk to
us," she said.
Mahabir said that she hopes to
erase any misconception that
Pugh Center clubs are exclusive
by making clear that all members
of Colby can take part in each
Pugh Center club regardless of
sex, gender, political stance, religion or race.
"You can join any club as long
as you have an open mind and
you want to learn and you want
rapport. All these clubs have exciting mission statements and
they want to educate, they want
to enjoy, they want to grow. Anyone can go in and anyone can be
a part of it."
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www.hathawaycreativecenter.com

Loft-Style Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartment Homes Up To 1,532 Sq. Ft.!
• Over 25 Unique Floor Flans Available
• Fabulous City & Kennebec River Views
• Rustic, Exposed Brickwork
.14 Ft/Vaulted Ceilings w/Exposed Beams
• Gleaming Hardwood Floors
.Spacious, Fully-Equipped Kitchens
.Exquisite Granite Countertops
• All Stainless Steel Appliances
• Real Hardwood Maple Cabinetry
• Spacemaker" Microwaves
• Glass Top Ranges
.Oversized Bathrooms & Closets

• Washers & Dryers In Select Lofts
.On-Site Parking
• Controlled Access Building
• State-Of-The- Art Fitness Center
• Community Room & Business Center
• On-Site Conference Facility
• Internet Access Available
• On-Site Laundry Facilities
• Easy Kennebec River Access
• Walk To Shops, Galleries & Dining
• Riverfront Trail To Fairfield
.Additional Storage Available

Call Or Visit Today! 888-579-5658

Local Events
Happening in town

I MAIN STREET UPDATE

Grant fundsdowntownbusinesses
owner of Re-Books, says that
he plans to "change the windows on the back side [of the
store], lower the chimney...and
just make the Concord side
look better."
Ellen Richmond, owner of the
Children's Book Cellar, said, "I'd
like to get a new computer inventory system and a new counter
area...You know, I'm thinking
how am I going to fund my half
of it? Because you know, it's
tough. But at the same time I
know that it will make work more
efficient and me more effective at
what I am doing. With a computer system, a lot of time will be
cut , so I will be able to work
more efficiently. "
Based on the business owners*

Get Up Downtown
Jorgensen's Cafe
103 Main Street WaterW/te
November 12, 2009
6 - 9 p.m.
Colby students are welcome to attend
this event, complete with great raffle
prizes, complimentary pastries and hot
beverages.
There will be an open mic featuring performances from Zach and Danny and the
Megalomaniacs. Gift certificates will be
raffled off for Mainely Brews Tavern,
Kennebec Chocolates and Barrels Market.

Parade of Lights

FILE PHOTO

Barrels Community Market is one of the businesses that could benefit f r o m Waterville Maine Street s'
Downtown Improvement Grant Program. Award recipients will be announced December 1.

Castonguay Square
Main Street. Waterville
November 27, 2009
6 - 8 p.m.

By ALEX MURRY
NEWS STAFF

Join the Waterville community for one of
the town's oldest traditions. Dozens of
floats will be paraded down Main Street,
followed by an appearance by Santa
Claus himself!
A giant spruce tree will also be lit in
Castonguay Square to mark the beginning of the holiday season, and
"Kringleville" will be home to Santa until
December 23. Spread the holiday cheerl

In recent months, downtown
Waterville has been given a
chance to have its own renaissance of sorts. The local government has instituted a new program
in which small businesses can
attain grants for various aspects of
their enterprises.
This plan , the Downtown
Improvement Grant Program, is a
product of the Community
Development Block Grant from
the
Maine
Department of
Economic
and
Community

Development. All grants are
issued on behalf of the City of
Waterville.
Grant offerings are divided
into three types of funding.
Each category will provide up
to $25,000 to be matched oneto-one by business owners.
Facade improvement grants are
for the purpose of exterior/aesthetic
improvements,
while micro-enterprise grants
focus on "the expansion and/or
creation of micro-enterprise
businesses in the downtown
district," according to a statement by Waterville Main
Street. Rental housing grants

will be provided for improvements to existing or new lowincome housing.
Local business owners are
understandably happy about
these economic opportunities.
Plans for using the money have
ranged from repairing crumbling
doorframes to entirely re-working storewide technology.
Cathy Geller, an employee at
the Earth Bound clothing store on
Main Street, said, "I think that
they're going to re-shingle and
re-paint the entry way, and there is
also a part of the carpet that is
ripped up."
Similarly, Robert Sezak ,

responses, there is a unanimous
sense that the grant program is a
positive step toward making
downtown a better place.
When asked whether or not
she thought the program was
needed, Richmond said, "Have
you looked at our Main Street?
We need it. We've done a lot
[over time], and there has been a
lot of effort put into generating
activities on the street, but of
course we still need some
advances. Hopefully this grant
will help make the storefronts
look more appealing...Recently a
man came in and commented on
how horrible the street looks."
Similarly, Sezak recalled past
facade grants, saying, "They have
worked wonderfully."
With the exception of the
Small Projects Grant Program,
for which recipients were selected on September 29, grant awards
will be officiall y announced on
December 1.

REVIVING MAINE'S ECONOMY

Bill finances conservation and infrastructure
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The Atlantic puffin will be protected at the Maine Coastal Islands
National Wildlife Refuge, along with other birds such as the
Arctic tern, songbirds, shorebirds and bald eagles.

By BENJAMIN COOK
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

More than $10 million in federal funding was given to Maine
last month to finance several
statewide projects.
The
Fiscal
Year
2010
Department of the Interior,
Environment
and
Related
Agencies Appropriations Act was
signed into law on October 30 by
President Barack Obama, allocat-

ing $33.2 billion throughout the
United States.
Congress approved the bill
with a vote of 247 to 178 in the
House and a vote of 72 to 28 in
the Senate.
Maine 's $10 million will be
used at over eight different project sites, many of which are
focusing on national park conservation and wastewater treatment improvements.
"From expanding the Rachel
Carson
National
Wildlife

Refuge to include more than two
miles of p ristine coastline, to
tackling invasive species in
Maine 's beautiful lakes, this
funding will be vital to enhancing Maine 's most valuable natural treasures," U.S. Senator
Olympia Snowe (R-ME) said in
a press release. "This is extremely welcome news."
The Maine Department of
Conservation
will
receive
$3,700,000 to expand Baxter
State Park. Most of the woods in
Maine are privately owned and
consequently, the land is developed for non-forest use.
Under the Katahdin Forest
Expansion initiative, the state
will buy 19,647 acres of undeveloped land to protect forest
landscapes and to ensure public
recreational access. This acquisition will protect the viewshed
from the summit of Mount
Katahdin, as well as portions of
the Appalachian Trail and several snowmobile and ATV paths.
The initiative builds upon an
existing 2002 project led by the
Nature Conservancy in Maine.
"We're always pleased when a
Maine project is successful in
Congress," Bruce Kidman, director of external affairs, said.
"While we did negotiate and comp lete the Katahdin Forest Project
back in 2002 , the Katahdin
Expansion Project is being led by
the State of Maine...We applaud
the state's work."
Along the coast, $1,000,000
will be granted to the Maine
Coastal Islands National Wildlife
Refuge. Thousands of nesting
seabirds rely on the refuge 's 49
islands and three coastal parks as
their home.
Human development along the
coast and the hunting of the birds

has endangered many avian
species, including the common
and Arctic tem, the Atlantic puffin, songbirds, shorebirds and the
beloved bald eagle.
The federal funding will give
the refuge enough money to purchase six more islands, which the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
have classified as "nationally significant." A portion of the money
will also go toward the research
of these endangered populations.
On another project, $500,000
will be used to eradicate invasive
species in Maine lakes and ponds.
The introduction of non-indigenous
aquatic plants, such as water milfoil from Europe
and Asia, has
harmful
consequences for the
local ecosystem.
According to
the Maine Bureau
of Land
and
Water Quality,
invasive species
have the potential
to disrupt habitats , to destroy
native plant and
animal communities, to lower
property values
and to reduce
water recreational activities.
"With
over
6,000 lakes and
ponds, the task
of preventing the
spread of invasive aquatic
species in Maine waters is one of
the most difficult environmental
challenges facing us today,"
Congressman Mike Michaud COME) said in a press release.
"I am pleased the bill included
an initiative to address this issue

in Maine."
Attempts to eliminate invasive species are being coordinated by a statewide consortium
led by the Lakes Environmental
Association. Though the grant
helps, members of the group
say that the project still faces
many challenges.
"The federal funding doesn 't
meet the full need of state efforts
on invasive aquatic plants," John
McPhedran, biologist and coordinator of the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection 's
invasive species program, said.
"But , it is a big help to local lake
associations working hard to
control existing
infestations.
And if capacity
of local groups
is increased , the
overall
state
program
is
hel ped by this
funding."
These conservation efforts not
only aim to preserve the natural
environment , but
they also seek to
improve the local
economy.
"With over 15
million acres of
forestland, Maine
remains one of
this nation 's most
heavily forested
the
states ,"
Appalachian Mountain Club said
in a public statement.
"The white pine, spruce, fir
and northern hardwoods that
characterize the Maine woods
are a critical component in two
of Maine 's largest industries-forestry and tourism. They

Maine 's $10
million will be
used at over
eight different
project sites,
many of which
are focusing on
national park
conservation
and wastewater
treatment
improvements.

provide incredible recreational
opportunities, including hiking,
hunting, snowmobiling, fishing,
camping, boating and numerous
other activities. This landscape
also sustains valuable fish and
wildlife habitats for many different animal species."
In an attempt to improve
wastewater treatment facilities
throughout the state, $500,000
will be given to both the
Limestone Water and Sewer
District and the Town of
Machias. New pipes and pumping stations will be installed in
both locations.
Notably, energy efficient
equipment will be used, such as
solar voltaic panels for the new
effluent
pump
station
in
Limestone. Improvements in the
water quality and the local industry are expected to result from
these new systems in Limestone
and Machias.
U.S. Senator Susan Collins
(R-ME) praised the organizations
that have taken on these
statewide projects. *The Interior
Appropriations Bill includes
important funding for Maine's
lakes, parks, national park and
national wildlife refuges, water
and sewer infrastructure and land
preservation," she said in a press
release.
"This funding will help protect
and preserve the natural beauty
of our state."
Other projects that will be
funded under the $10 million
federal investment include
$3,000,000 to the Rachel
Carson
National
Wildlife
Refuge in Kennebunkport and
$1,250,000 to the City of
Portland for infrastructure that
would address sewer overflow
and storm water runoff.

College program lendslocal
humane Jiety a helping paw

LOCAL ART SCENE

Paw Pals volunteers take time to care f or abandoned animals
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

While students undoubtedly
enjoy their time spent on the Hill,
sometimes they begin to miss the
comforts of home: sleeping in a
bed larger than a twin, showering
without flip flops on, only having
to walk downstairs for food and
of course, playing with pets.
Although it may not be a good
idea to go into the showers without shoes on anytime soon,
thanks to Paw Pals, it is possible
to feel a bit more at home.
Paw Pals is a volunteer program run through the Colby
Volunteer Center. It has been
around for over eight years.
"Many students have pets at
home and miss socializing with
their dog or cat," Silas Rioux ' 10,
one of the program leaders, said.
"Paw Pals is a great way to interact with animals and help out the
Waterville community at the
same time."
'The Paw Pals program definitely helps us out down here,"
Susan Wyman, kennel technician
at the Humane SocietyWaterville Area, said. "We are
operating at maximum capacity

right now. Our shelter holds 84
cats and 32 dogs, and we're so
full that we can't even accept
owner surrendered animals."
The Waterville Humane
Society takes in many of the animals as strays. "About 90 percent
of the animals are strays,"
Wyman said. "And because we

Paw Pals is a great experience
for any animal lovers here on the
Hill. It enables students to not
only spend a part of their day
socializing with the animals, but,
volunteers say, it is also a
rewarding experience to know
that you are making a difference.
"Most volunteers come mainly

COURTESY Of SARAH FLANAGAN

Silas Rioux '10 spends his time socializing abandoned puppies.
can't take owner surrendered animals, it leads to even more animals being abandoned." The
shelter has several other consistent volunteers other than the
members of Paw Pals, but there's
no such thing as too many helping hands.

to exercise the dogs and socialize
with the cats. It's a great stress
reliever, especially during finals
week. We're also trying to get
volunteers to help out more
around the shelter with miscellaneous tasks that need to get done,
like bathing or feeding the ani-

mals, or cleaning their cages,"
Rioux said.
If you do not have time to
spare, but you would still like to
lend a helping hand, the shelter
also needs supplies. The Humane
Society is always in need of
donations, including rabbit pellets, kitty litter, cat food, dog
food, Frontline, laundry detergent, towels, washcloths and
small blankets.
If you are interested in joining
Paw Pals, the program coordinators stress that you should not
simply go down to the shelter
without the proper training.
"Believe it or not, handling
stray dogs and cats is not as easy
as you would think. Many people
think that just because they own
pets themselves, they don't need
to go through any training. This
has led to several dangerous incidents in the past, which resulted
in several dogs needing to be put
down," Rioux said.
Instead, contact one of the
leaders, Rioux at sdrioux@colby.edu or Juliette
Gorson
'11
at
jmgorson@colby.edu, to sign up for
an orientation to the shelter and
to be trained on how to handle
the animals.

Shirt factory renovated by alumnus
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Formally a shirt factory, the Hathaway Center has become an
apartment complex, business park and shopping center.
By MICHAEL BROPHY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

"Can I help you?" Cathi Lee
asked me when I walked into the
Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni
center hoping to find anyone
who could tell me about the old
Hathaway Shirts mill downtown.
When I told her my mission, she
responded, "Absolutely, I had
my first job there out of college."
"Everybody has half of a
degree of separation from
Hathaway in Waterville," Paul
Boghossian '76, the new owner of
Waterville's historic Hathaway
mill, said.
in
Indeed,
everybody
Waterville seems to have either
worked in the mill at some point,
or is very close with somebody
who did. In its heyday, Hathaway
Shirts employed over 600 work'^^SHHB
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¦
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ers and made one of the highestend shirt brands in the country for
stores like Bloomingdales and
Saks Fifth Avenue.
The mill is a point of pride for
residents of Waterville, a vestige
of the days when executives from
the top department stores in
Boston and New York would travel all the way up to mid-coastal
Maine to see the shirts that made
Waterville famous.
Boghossian hopes that his renovation and conversion of the mill
into the Hathaway Creative
Center, a five-story, 130,000
square foot mini-metropolis that
is part apartment complex, part
business park and part shopping
mall, will help reinvigorate
Waterville 's
economically
depressed downtown.
The project began in 200 1,
after the mill finally closed. One
Patrice and Ibuy our
insuranceofthrough (illM
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service and competitive
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former president of the company,
The College also played a big
who wished to remain anony- role in both getting the ball
mous, said the beginning of the rolling for the Hathaway center
end came in the early 80's when and sealing the deal. Colby
new ownership changed the target made the very first investment in
lending
market and significantly cheaper the
building,
labor became available offshore.
Boghossian the first $60,000 of
the
eventual
$350,000
he
needed
Upon the closing of the mill,
the Waterville Development to buy the building.
"It was a modest gift financialCorporation began searching for
potential developers and eventu- ly, but it really showed Colby's
ally settled upon Boghossian commitment to helping Waterville
because, as Mike Roy '74, City grow," Boghossian said.
More importantly, Boghossian
Manager of Waterville, said, "he
had real enthusiasm for the city said, Colby stepped in "at the
that the other applicants at the eleventh hour when the numbers
weren't quite where we needed
time didn't have."
Everyone involved in the pro- them to be" and donated the final
ject expects that the $35 million $1 million dollars for the project,
Boghossian and his investors a saving effort that Boghossian
have poured into the building will said was "just crucial."
pay countless dividends for
"For any downtown area to be
downtown Waterville.
truly vibrant, you need people on
"Getting more people to live the street 16 hours a day,"
downtown is absolutely critical to Boghossian said, while describrevitalizing the downtown area," ing the importance of downRoy said. "The fact that town's revitalization.
"As this building fills up with
Hathaway is so close and has 66
units will be a huge factor in commercial tenants, there will
be jobs created here...This
assisting that effort."
"If this building was a mile building is an icon in the eyes of
downstream, I wouldn't have been many people in the community.
To see it come back to life in
interested," Boghossian said.
"The fact that it is down- such a cool way, there's some
town was really important. •civic pride involved."
In addition to the apartments,
Maine is not growing in a huge
way as far as population [but] Maine General has already
what's happening is Maine is opened up a branch in
spreading out, which is not a Hathaway. The center will soon
sustainable model...I know we include a chocolate shop, three
are going to see a major shift radio stations and an interior
toward people living more in design company.
Hathaway welcomes all
downtown areas."
Boghossian is not the only potential business leases and
Colby person invested in revital- hopes to soon add a pub and a
museum to display all of the
izing downtown.
"At every junction there were artifacts from the mill's histoColby people there who were ry that they have inherited
and collected.
ready to help," he said.
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The Waterville Seeds Project is on display at Barrels Market.

Collage exhibits
Waterville history
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

visitors of Barrels Community
Market will notice something
new near the entrance of the
store. On the right hand wall, visible through the storefront windows, is a recent collage by artist
Tim Gaudreau.
The collage, entitled "The
Waterville Seeds Project," was
created by Gaudreau earlier this
fell after a two-week residency in
town, and incorporates the
thoughts and feelings of local
residents in a permanent display
of art.
"These works began with the
simple idea of starting a conversation about Waterville and
what is in store for its future,"
Gaudreau said in a statement
on display at Barrels.
"Walking down Main Street,
noticing the last century 's
empty storefronts and closed
mills, I couldn 't escape wondering about the evolution of
this mill town in response to
declining industry, the migration of manufacturing abroad,
and Internet inspired decentralization of economy and social
interaction."
"Waterville is at a unique
moment to thoughtfully reflect,
and perhaps , intentionally shape
itself into the best community of
its imagination," he said.
Gaudreau 's project began
with a two-week residency in
Waterville, commissioned by
Waterville Main Street and
funded by a grant from the New
England Foundation for the
Arts. Gaudreau developed fifteen "seeds"—pod-like creations that were able to contain
residents' personal reflections
on the town. The seeds were
passed among Waterville residents for 24 hours, with instructions to respond to the question
posed on the seed, to place it in
the pod, and then to pass it on to
a neighbor, asking them to do
the same.
The seeds presented questions
such as:
"How did you come to live
in Waterville?"
"What is your favorite time of
year and why?"
"Describe your favorite thing
to do in Waterville."
"In what ways does the
College contribute to the greater
Waterville community?"
And, "How do you see your
own relationship to Waterville
and Maine?"
Gaudreau then went around
town with a portable photo booth,
taking photos of residents and
collecting more personal stories.
"Through this one-on-one inter-

action , I began to know
Waterville," Gaudreau said. The
personal reflections, photos, and
stories were then put together
into the collage that can now be
seen on display.
The collage at Barrels incorporates all of these gathered pieces.
Copies of handwritten letters, old
photographs and newspaper clippings that were deposited in the
seeds are scattered along the
wall, as well as photographs of
residents of the town and their
personal testimonials.
Quotations gathered from the
photo booth journey are displayed in white text on a black
background, each telling a different story. "We've lived in
Waterville all of our lives," one
says. Others say: "Almost
everyone I knew worked their
asses off in the mills," "My
relationship with Waterville is a
love for Maine and the outdoors—Waterville is my base
camp," and "I moved here to
get away from big city
Massachusetts."
The collage has been drawing quite a crowd at the Barrels
Community Market. "I look
over all the time and you can
see people talking and pointing," David Gulak, manager of
Barrels, said. "The pictures and
clippings are what people wrote
in the seeds, and he used the
portable photo booth to take the
photos and get quotes."
One of Gaudreau's stops with
the photo booth included the
Colby campus. Faces of students are also on the wall, captured forever in a permanent
piece of Waterville history.
Anika Lindemann '12 , Chris
Hoder ' 12, Nick Cunkelman
'11, Leah Brewer '12, Nicole
Jacobson ' 12 and Emma
Suojanen * 12 are just some faces
from the Hill on display.
"[The collage] tells a story of
pride, deep roots and long family connections. Sure, the mills
are closed and storefronts are
empty, but there is optimism and
vitality—a new community
market, a vibrant farmers' market , and new stores mixed
between decades old businesses," Gaudreau said.
"I find Waterville a town full
of warmth, friendliness, character and promise. I wonder
how we will see ourselves in
another few years. What
changes are quietly underfoot
now that will reveal substantive
shifts in our future?"
Gaudreau is an artist based in
Portsmouth, NH. The Community
Portrait Collage is on display at
Barrels Community Market ,
located at 74 Main Street and
open Monday through Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

EDITORIAL

I TOTAL CHAOS

On supporting the Debunking the misconceptions
town that we live in about Asian-Americans in society

the nation emerges from the depths of financial despair, students and adAs
ministrators alike are slowly beginning to turn their attention back to expensive upgrades to the College like the rebuilding of the endowment, as
well as housing and academic building renovations
While we believe that these projects are very important, we also think it is
equally important in these hard times that members of the Colby community to pay
just as much attention to reinvigorating the town that is so much a vital part of our
college.
As a staff, we at the Echo commend in particular alums who decide to remain at
Waterville after graduation in order to give back to the community in which we
live.
One example of such a commitment to Waterville is the Hardy Girls Healthy
Women initiative that is currently run by Megan Williams '04. One year after her
graduation from the Hill, Williams became full-time director of this non-profit organization that empowers local young girls to develop healthy lifestyles in today 's
image-conscious society. Williams is using the skills she learned as a sociology
major at the College to give directly back to the community that helped make her
educational experience possible.
Even if life takes you over the Piscataqua River Bridge after your time on the
Hill, that does not mean you have to leave the 'Ville behind entirely. For example,
Paul Boghossian *76 , a resident of Rhode Island, has not forgotten downtown even
years after graduation. Boghossian *s renovations of the old Hathaway Shirt mill
into the Hathaway Creative Center have the potential to take the city 's downtown
revitalization efforts to a whole new level by bringing residents and businesses
right to the heart of Waterville.
During our four years as students at the College, many on the Hill are eager to
give back to the community through volunteer efforts. But a commitment to our
town does not have to end on the day of graduation. Let's follow the lead that
Williams and Boghossian have set by extending their support to the Waterville
community.
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Because we've
been
brainwashed to
believe that
"Asians," as an
entirety, are the
model minority,
the gravity of
these issues
continues to be
overlooked.

On our reverence for authority
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In Portland, Maine's public high
schools, the girls bearing pregnant bellies
are not African-American or Hispanic nor
are the boys who are being arrested and
dropping out. Maine is as homogenous a
place as it gets but diversity does exist in
Portland , and with diversity, unfortunately, there is also a social dichotomy.
The kids dropping out of high school are
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Thai and Somali. These are newer immigrant populations who have found a home in southern
Maine, or North Carolina, or poorer sections of California. With respect to the Somali population , the other three groups
are about as Asian as it gets. We are, theoretically, the smart kids. We are, theoretically, the kids who outperform even the
white kids in academics and standardized
testing. We are, theoretically, the kids
whose parents make more money than the
white kids. We are, as many of my white
acquaintances sometimes joke, Twinkies.
But let 's get a few things straight.
Asia is a continent that makes up half
of the world's population and has hundreds, if not thousands, of ethnicities and
races. The term "Asian" is meant to embody more than simply people of Indian,
Chinese or Japanese descent. When conservatives consider the abolishment of affirmative action, using Asian (also known
as Japanese, Chinese and Indian) success
rates to argue against other minority
groups as well as other struggling Asian
groups is a crude and deceptive method.
For the most part , these groups have been
part of the U.S. longer and have been accustomed to the American lifestyle more
so than newer Asian groups who were
forced to migrate here from war-torn, ravished countries.
Let 's break down the generic term
"Asian." In Portland , an Asian student is

either an honors student or one whose fu- African-American friends. First, most, if
ture is bleak. Consider that only 58 per- not all of my friends are far superior to me
cent of Vietnamese students aire in those fields. Second, I am of mixed
graduating from high school and the per- blood and assumptions on my race are not
centage for Cambodian students is in the appreciated. And last, those cultural exforties. From my own experience observ- pectations are fabricated by dominant soing my family and the families of close ciety to do nothing more than pit one
friends, many parents of Vietnamese or group of people against another by arguCambodian students in Maine are not flu- ing that some minority populations
shouldn't have certain rights
ent in English and
others enjoy. I myself am
work extremely
guilty of researching Amerilong hours. The
can inequalities as they perlower
income
tain to African- Americans
neighborhoods in
and Hispanics. I do so for a
Portland
are
variety of reasons, mainly belargely made up
cause this ingrained racism
of
Cambodian,
in America that causes social
Vietnamese and
discrepancies are heartThai populations.
breaking and must be adWith
all
this
dressed; but I also can 't help
mind, these stubut think that it may also be
dents, who are as
because the inequalities that
authentically
Blacks and Hispanics endure
"Asian" as any
are more clearly laid out than
other, are subseissues affecting the Asianquently expected
American community.
to excel in school
But if we were to group
and
become
all Asians together in Amermodel citizens.
ica, let's consider that there
These hardships concerning the everyday realities of are almost no representations of successmany Asian-Americans are practically ful Asians or Asian couples in American
unexplored in contemporary academia. television or theaters. Let's consider why
They include but are not limited to: the advertisement, music and media in genlarge percentage of recent Asian-Ameri- eral are (almost completely) absent of
cans living in poverty, the idea that Asian- Asian representatives. Let's consider why
American boys are somehow geekier and the political field is lacking Asian-Amerless capable athletes than American boys, ican representation. Let 's consider why
the bullying and discrimination of Asians most non-Asians don 't know anything
caused by accents and the difficulties of about Asian cultures besides Chinese
balancing both Asian and American iden- New Year, Chinese food, geeky students
tities. Because we've been brainwashed and docile women. And lastly, consider
to believe that "Asians," as an entirety, are t how "Asia" and "Asian History" are
the model minority, the gravity of these i^ taught with an extreme bias in American
issues continues to be overlooked. Con- schools.
We live in a dichotomous society
ferences held to create more diversity in
higher education rarely include "Asians." dominated by whites and the term
"Asian," whether it be sub-groups of difThere is no discourse.
I take extreme offense when people ferent Asian races or merely all Asianourselves,
still
face
generally assume that because I am Asian, Americans
I am inherently a good student in math discrimination and racial inequalities
and science, while they do not make these just as any other minority in America
same assumptions for my Hispanic or does.

I have come across an interesting social phenomenon at Colby. It is not unique
to Colby. It is perhaps one of the most
prevalent social phenomena in world, in
fact. This phenomenon is quite simple:
WE love love love love Authority.
At Colby, this phenomenon manifests
itself in many different and diverse ways.
Some manifestations of this reverence for
authority are positive and others are extremely detrimental to many students in
our community.
Let 's take a couple positive examples.
You may be taking a class with a truly inspirational, intelli gent and wise professor;
most of the words that come out of his/her
mouth are pure gold or at least something
close. They make you think. They inspire
you. They show you opportunities that you
could have never imagined. In return for
this gift , you love them and you listen.
There are many examples of this positive
case of reverence for authority, but one, in
particular, comes to mind- former Colby
Professor, Jason Opal. As one Colby student succinctly puts it , "amazing professor, incredibly passionate and transfers the
same passion to his students. A must at
Colby - you have to take a class with this
man and take advantage of his open door
office hours . . . super approachable and
endlessly helpful." (RateMyProfessors.com) There are other prime examples.
In the administration, we have people like
Barbara Moore, Noel James, Joe Atkins
and Susan McDougal. If you have a problem , they will bend over of backwards to

fix it for you.
So, when a Dean, Professor or any other
authority figure embraces mutual respect,
the Colby system works. However, it perplexes me, quite frankly, when Colby students bend over backwards to defend
authority figures at this school who uphold
the status quo, are unethical and marginalize minority groups. The problem is so
deep at this college that
we have even created
institutions that exist for
the sole purpose revering Authority.
One such organization is the Student Government Association
(SGA). On the face of
it , this is an arena
where Colby students
can initiate "positive
and realistic changes
and through the President 's Council, to provide a forum for the
gathering and expression of ideas and concerns
from
all
students." (Colby SGA Web Page) As CoClass President of 2011 last year, I can tell
you that SGA is a farce. It is the most bureaucratic and inefficient organization in
which I have ever participated. Despite
positive leadership from SGA President
Patrick Boland , SGA Vice President
Carey Finnegan, Parliamentarian Liza
Comeau, Dorm President Leslie Hutchings, Dorm President Justin Banks and
Co-Class President Athul Ravunniarath,
SGA suffered from its reverence for authority. Whether it was in our discussions
with President Adams, Vice President
Terhune or Campus Life Director, Kelly
Wharton, we failed to press authority figures to make tough decisions that would
have improved community at Colby.

Time and time again, these authority figures failed to listen to our grievances.
They merely brushed them off as insignificant and unimportant. Here are just
a few examples because they are too numerous to list in their entirety in this short
opinion: Colby's unhealthy use of non-organic pesticides, universal dorm damage,
HIV/AIDS testing and Health Center
hours. The SGA did not
manage to win on any
of these crucially important issues.
It is actually quite
ironic when students at
Colby criticize the legitimacy of SGA, when, in
fact, the administration
purposefully
undermines the legitimacy of
SGA in order to uphold
the comfortable status
quo.
This year the problem is worse. We have
elected/appointed students who are administration insiders, to the
most powerful positions. Unfortunately,
this year the status quo will strengthen.
I digress. When authority figures fail
to embrace mutual respect , we must
challenge them. We must hold authority figures accountable for unethical
practices. We must expect the very
best , on a daily basis, from our President and our Dean of Students. If they
do not perform to our standards , we
must protest. We must make those positions untenable.
If we do not , many more Colby students will suffer the same fate that I have
suffered in my years here. We will continue to live in despair for no other reason
than that when had the chance, we did not
stand to up to Authority.

...it perplexes
me, quite
frankly, when
Colby students
bend over backwards to defend
authority figures
at this school
who uphold the
status quo...

Open letterto Maine Proposition 1: I'll bring the
loud , you bring the vote
I OUR F-ING LIVES

Dear Maine,
I love you. I carry a lot of Maine pride
everywhere I go and perhaps brag a bit
too much about you at times. This innate
Maine love led me to believe that this
state really could make history. I wanted
to believe the best of you, Maine, but after
Proposition One passed decisively, I am
questioning my love affair with you for
the first time. I woke up this morning disappointed. Angry. Defeated. Hurt. You,
Maine, have let me down hard.
My theory about Mainers has generally
been that there is a huge mix of liberal
and conservative opinions, but overall the
feeling is: you stay out of my business;
I'll stay out of yours. Live and let live.
What frustrates me the most about Proposition 1 is that we directly contradicted
this theory by interfering in how other
Mainers want to live their lives. The passing of Proposition One makes me feel betrayed by my fellow Mainers. I thought
that they would let gay marriage stick
around even if they didn't agree with it,
just because it was the right thing to do.
It 's clear there's some miscommunication here, because I thought Proposition

One was about granting equal rights,
whereas others thought it was about indoctrinating children with the gay agenda
(See Yes on 1 commercials about gay sex
taught in schools). I really believe that
looking at this issue as one about equal
human rights would change the vote of
many Mainers. We shot down a bill in
2005 that proposed repealing a bill that
outlawed discrimination based on sexual
orientation. Mainers do not stand for inequality and they have proven it before.
The low road that the Yes on 1 campaign
took frustrates me because it strayed from
what Proposition One was truly about.
This really hit home last night when
Jenn Corriveau ' 10 watched results come
in and miserably shook her head. "People
are voting on whether or not to grant me
the same right that they have. They are
voting on my life." Proposition One never
should have been brought to vote, because deciding what rights others can and
cannot have by popular vote just seems
inhumane. I should not have more rights
than Jenn because I am straight and I
should not be able to decide what rights
she is entitled to. 1 would have thought
that you, Maine, would be able to see this
too.
Maine, you can do better. My faith is
low at the moment, but it is not gone forever. There's no state I'll ever love more,
and I hope soon you have a chance to
make it right. I know I' m not going to
stop fighting about this with you and I
hope we can work it out together in the
name of love. Love for everyone.

Fewer than one hundred years ago, I
would not have been allowed to vote.
More than half of Colby's student body
would have been baired from the polling
stations, kept from voicing their opinion
on important decisions because they
weren't viewed as citizens. Good thing activists worked for decades to claim the
vote as a right for women as well as men.
Now, half the population doesn 't even
have to be barred from voting: their own
laziness and apathy will keep them away.
When a bit more than 50 percent of registered voters in Maine turned out this past
Tuesday, people were shocked. This was
a record high, they exclaimed, we'd only
been expecting 35 percent! On non-Presidential election years, voter interest
slumps extraordinarily, dropping dramatically from over 70 percent in Maine in
2008, for example.
One year ago, election day was crazy.
Obama posters and stickers and Tshirts covered walls and bags and hundreds of activists' bodies, showing the
world that HOPE (in big blue block letters) was the change we believed in. And
at Colby, there was a lot of hope. The
election was discussed in classes, argued
about in the street, written about in the
Echo. Don 't get me wrong, every once in
a while someone mentioned Sarah Palin
and whoever it was she was running with,
but that's beside the point. Political ideology aside, students at Colby were involved, passionate and loud.
At Vote Louder, an event designed to
make the voting process easy and accessible, where volunteers drive students to the
polls and provide information on the issues to be decided, student interest was active and in your face. Tents were set up on
Dana Lawn, kids with megaphones
shouted at passerby, live and recorded
music blared from the surrounding area

and students came in hordes to vote for
their new president, many for the first
time.
This year, however, there was no tent.
The handful of volunteers, instead of
emerging from a widespread variety of
students as they had the year before, were
mostly recognizable active members of
the Colby Bridge and a couple of No on 1
campaign workers. That's not to say that
those involved weren 't passionate and
loud. Zach Ezor and Danny Hoshino
cheerfully changed the words of Phantom
Planet's "California" to "Vote louder / No
on 1," and voters chalked their names into
the pavement in front of the Coffeehouse.
And in case the e-mails, posters and
tabling in Pulver hadn 't gotten everyone's
attention, there was a guy in a banana suit
screaming ridiculous slogans into a megap hone: "I'll bring the loud, you bring the
vote!" and "If you can hear me, then
you 're not in class. If you 're not in class,
then you have no excuse not to vote!"
Looking around, I noticed no lack of
excitement and determination, but these
elusive voters were unmistakably absent.
Without Obama 's face plastered everywhere as a rallying cry against the indignities of a former presidential regime, it
seemed as if most people lost interest in
the democratic process.
No, the president wasn't up for election,
but in his place, something controversial
and vitally significant to our generation
was on the ballot. Question 1 successfully
and regrettably defeated an attempt to remove the second-class status from gay citizens, which would have given them more
than one thousand privileges associated
with marriage (including social security,
taxation and immigration liberties, among
others).
Out of the half million voters, the difference between yes and no on 1 was only
five percent—about 30,000 votes. Yes,
this sounds like a lot, but it 's nothing compared to the number of registered voters in
Maine who didn 't cast a ballot (which, actually, is also around five percent of the
non-voters).
While 1 recognize that I'm preaching to
a choir of predominantly liberal Colby stu-

dents who still gaze lovingly up at their
framed Obama posters over their beds at
night, contentedly tracing those blue block
letters before they drift off to sleep, I'm
certain there exists a minority of students
who didn't even take the time to vote this
past Tuesday.
Some were from Massachusetts or
California, but didn 't request an absentee ballot and Maine 's same-day voter
registration was just too simp le and convenient for them to take advantage of.
Others hadn 't put in the effort to think
about the issues and so didn ' t want to
make a decision on gay marriage when
they didn 't know how they felt about it.
One student responded lo my invitation
to drive them to the polls during Vote
Louder by saying they 'd probably vote
"against you guys anyway." so why try
to convince them to vote? Or, you know,
it was a Friday afternoon, so these students were too drunk to vote or too busy
planning how to get drunk later to take
the time out to get downtown (the fact
that election day was on Tuesday wouldn 't change this problem—they were
drunk Tuesday, too).
The unfortunate truth is that others
fought for our right to vote and some of
us can 't even be bothered to return the
right of equality to those who need it.
While some of them might have "voted
against me," this also is their right or, in
some people's opinion , their duty. But
more importantly, the change I believed
in was thwarted by the privileged people
who are allowed to marry whom they
please (provided these spouses have
something opposite in their pants ) and yet
don 't care enough to fill in a tiny empty
bubble that would allow other citizens the
same economical and social rights marriage permits only certain people to enjoy.
In most cases, this wasn 't because their
religion opposes it or they fear schools
will force homosexuality upon their children, but because the guy m the banana
suit wasn 't loud enough to get them out
from in front of their Xbox or Gossip
Girls reruns on a Friday afternoon. Or to
hold off on the Natty until after 8 p.m. on
Tuesday.

There comes a time in all manner of
endeavors when nations and men must
throw away the reasons that have engaged in endeavors in the pursuit of the
ends. I shall argue here for the timely
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Afghanistan, laying down five reasons
that should compel the Obama administration to run from Afghanistan.
For a long time, we the news-reading
public have been told that the U.S. military is "helping" the Afghan population.
What the politicians and spokespersons
have kept hidden from sight is the fact
that the Afghan people do not want the
U.S. military in their backyard. This reason alone should provide impetus for disengagement. How can one be a Good
Samaritan when the "hel p " is forced on
the recipient?
On second thought, I do not blame the
Afghan public for their response. I do not
relish the thought of gun-toting folks in
my backyard either. For some reason, the
military has failed to win the trust of the
Afghan population. Try ing to force a
military engagement on the Afghan populace suggests that the Obama administration feels the Afghan people cannot
choose well for themselves. Just how impervious this approach is to the change
we once believed in , we see in the second reason the U.S. should withdraw
forces from Afghanistan.
The majority of American peop le do
not want the war anymore now than the
Afghan people support it. Never mind that

the Obama administration seems to think
that the Afghans need this war: a "war of
necessity." Americans in their numbers
have voiced strong opposition to the war.
High-ranking Democrats like Vice-President Joe Biden and Nancy Pelosi have expressed doubts about the necessity of the
war. Biden, in particular, has come up with
a strategy that trumps the current one with
one arm tied behind the back. It is not that
the administration has no alternatives to
the war, rather, it has, for a long time, shut
off ears to better ideas.
Who has not heard the oft-told story
that the U.S. and allies are going into
Afghanistan to "hunt down the Taliban?"
Now, the administration claims that it
seeks only to stay and do some good old
"nation-building." If the administration
can get away with shifting the goal-posts
every time they need a pretext for keeping
at the war, then a reason will always exist
for the war. If the military has failed to
hunt down the Taliban, then they should
say so and bring troops back home.
Besides, the idea of tracking down the
Taliban in Afghanistan seems like a flagrantly ill-informed spark of genius. The
sheer numbers and divisions amongst
militias in Afghanistan pose a major problem to this wholesale approach. For a
general , it should straight off be a kin to
sending men to hunt down the enemy
with torches hung to their heads and no
ammunition. The reasons that got the U.S.
engaged do not seem to matter anymore,
thus, all should concede that the war has
run its course.
Yet another compelling reason for
withdrawing from Afghanistan is the contradiction it sets to the administration 's
Middle-East peace initiative. Nothing
would send the world such a strong signal that Nobel-Peace-Prize winning
Obama wants peace in the Middle-East
than a timely
withdrawal
from

Afghanistan and the strategic pursuit ot
more viable solutions. Muslims in the
Middle-East and the whole world at large
have voiced strong protest to the war in
Afghanistan. To see continued what they
consider a thoughtless affront to the
Afghans only fans the hatred at the heart
of terror movements.
The last point I will bring to the discussion is the recent presidential election
in Afghanistan. Hamid Karzai stole the
election. There. I have said it. How does
a guy fit in 1,000.000 fake votes into an
election and still have people like Obama
licking his ass?
Frankly, I' m disgusted. How can
the administration get away with this
when the lives of deserving scr\ icemen
and women are in the balance? And
what for? A stealer of votes, an underhanded ally and a rascal No wonder
the American public is not supporting
this war.
1 do not intend here to hel p the administration out of its quagmire. I w ill
not , therefore, propose what the administration might do to improve things in
Afghanistan, except to call off the war
effort. Besides, they are not likely to
"win," even if they keep at this exercise
for another ten or so years.
Neither do I think my article will cause
any shift in Obama 's policy, as nice as that
would be. Yet the avalanche of people and
campaigns and voices calling for an end tithe war effort in Afghanistan will be heard
at last, one day. In the meantime , 1 will
hang up my pen and paper, and run oft" to
do some singing. Not that that will help.
either. The change we believed in has WW
some of us with a bitter hangover, and we
cannot hel p but feel another change is in
need here. Until that day. we hold our
hearts nervously, fearing everyday that
dawns the wasteful slaug hter of yet another soldier on the noble field of duty

Rejecting change that
keeps us in Afghanistan

Letter to the Echo
November 4, 2009
Dear Colby Community:
Today you may notice members of our community going about their day as if it
were any other day. You may also notice some faculty members, staff, and students
going about their day as if something has happened, because in fact something has
happened.
When Maine voters passed Question 1 those who support and seek marriage equality suffered a major defeat. Superficially the people's veto was a political effort. I do
not challenge the political validity of the vote or the process of Maine's unique referendum process.
I do encourage all of us, how you may have voted notwithstanding, to reflect on the
human fallout that this vote has engendered. Something occurred through the night as
ballots were counted that resulted in the homosexual community being told that we
should not be afforded the same rights as heterosexuals. Rights are inherent and inviolable, but not if you are gay. To be told through the democratic process that your community and peers will not extend to you what they would never forfeit themselves
leaves you empty.
To have rights denied through open and free elections is baffling to me. It has happened in our past before under very different circumstances but fueled by the same
catalyst of fear. The concept that affording rights to any minority group will result in
social disorder is anathema to democracy and our nation 's promise of inalienable
rights.
The results of this election have told the LGBTQ community two things: your love
does not equal straight love and you do not get to participate as full citizens. We are
allowed to be separate and equivocally equal. As we know this policy does not work.
People have been hurt by this vote and to pretend that the election has settled matters is naive and disrespectful to your fellow citizens. To have our love lives politicized
and brought to fore in national debate is invasive. 1 do not have to justify why I love
and should not have to persuade others to vote for my right to love.
With Respect ,
Todd J. Coulter
Assistant Professor of Theater and Dance

Quidditch: Studentsmake fantasysport a reality
Regarding the
direction of the
club,
Pukkila
explains
that
"this may be an
inter-Colby
thing. We'll see
what we can do
in
competing
with other teams.
If we do get the
College's support for that...I
think it will happen. It would be
a lot of fun to
play at the intercollegiate level."
The students
are still waiting
ESPNCDN COM
to receive an
Chosers compete f o r possession of the quaffle during the annual Intercollegiate
updated version
Quidditch Association s World Cup, which is hosted by Middlebury College.
of the official
rules from IQA, but that is not
population thus far has been
stopping them from contemplating
astounding. "That [Great Hall]
From QUIDDITCH , Page 1
dinner in Foss worked at the per- their future positions on the team.
fect time," Campbell says. At the Treasurer Zhanar Seitmagzimova
l
13 intends to be a beater, and
event, the group announced its
Currently, there are 226 accred- intentions for the Quidditch club to Tyler wants to be one of the three
ited colleges and universities that the Hall. Over 100 students were chasers. "1 pretty much just want
to be Harry Potter in general,"
have established Quidditch teams signed up by the end of the night.
The Great Hall Dinner also M' ndange-Pfupfu says. "I'm not
through IQA , but unfortunately the
College is not yet among them. facilitated the group's search for a going to hold any dreams about
"We're not on their roster, which is faculty advisor. Upon seeing the being the snitch...but, that 's my
dream," he jokes.
ridiculous." the club's scheduler Head of Instructional Services at
Tyler realized from the criteria
Chelsea Tyler '13 says. Very pres- Colby Libraries, Marilyn Pukkila ,
ti g ious institutions such as Yale dressed in her best magical garb at on the sign-up sheet that there are
University. Massachusetts Institute the dinner, the tentative Quidditch "people with no experience and
of Technology. Vassar College and club leaders immediately knew people with Quidditch experience,"
McGill University have gathered they had found their ideal advisor. and the team will welcome everyone. "We're not going to have tryat Middlebury to compete for the Pukkila is also teaching a religion
outs and cut people...it will be
World Cup in the past, and it is course for the upcoming JanPlan
entitled "Religious Responses to all-inclusive," Seitmagzimova says.
time for Colby to join the ranks.
When they asked students to
The co-athletic coordinators. Harry Potter," and the leaders feel
indicate what position they may
Campbell and Tendai M' ndange- that she will be as devoted to the
be interested in playing, one stuPfiipfu '13 , do not want to get Quidditch club as they are.
Pukkila is excited to be part of dent claimed that he was going to
ahead of themselves. Quidditch
be the dragon. This is the type of
must be passed by the Office of the club, but remains realistic
Campus Life before it becomes an about her involvement. "I'd enjoy attitude that the club leaders are
official club with funding. The being an announcer once or twice, striving for. "[We want to have]
paperwork is currently underway, but 1 don 't think I could commit to fun over competition ," public
and the support from the student every practice or every game." relations coordinator Yichen
1

Jiang ' 13 says, but they also want to attend the prestigious World so [the children] could play
Quidditch," Seitmagzimova says.
the team to be good and take the Cup at Middlebury.
The leaders hope to foster the Tyler believes that this is the best
sport seriously. "And even if we
way
to get Waterville involved in
off
the
field
as
well.
do lose," adds M'ndange-Pfupfu, team dynamic
"we 'll still take the team out for Seitmagzimova says they "want to the sport, and will further the
chocolate frogs. "
do other *non-sportsy' stuff too, club's goal to attract a fan base
Since the club is still in its like team dinners and movie beyond the College.
By creating the Quidditch club,
beginning stages, the leaders are nights," where they will watch
its leaders aim to
currently focusing on the appear- Harry Potter, of
introduce a sport
ance of the team. "We need course. Similar to
on the Hill that
capes, which we already have a the reputations of
does not attract the
logo for. We need legit brooms other sports teams
typical
sports
the
Hill,
and goggles for safety rea- on
fanatics.
While
sons... [and someone] to manu- Quidditch parties
everyone may not
are on the horizon.
facture hoops," Tyler says.
like the same
The practice location remains "It's all about the
sports, most peoundecided, but the group hopes to butterbeer," Jiang
"and
ple can bond over
gain access to the field behind jokes,
their
love
for
for
Runnals. One or two practices per firewhiskey,
Harry Potter. This
week is ideal, but Tyler thinks that people over 21."Be
Tendai
M'ndangeis
a
chance
for
stustudents will want to practice warned: partygoers
Pfupfu dents, faculty and
more in the weeks leading up to will need a special
Quidditch Club Co-Athletic
the
Waterville
the World Cup.
password (or the
Coordinator
community to be
"We've had iPlay come up to " A l o h a m o r a "
united by their pasus and ask us if we wanted to charm) to gain
sion for literature.
make Quidditch an iPlay," Tyler entry.
As the five friends eagerly Regardless of the scoreboard, the
says. "But for now we're just
going to do scrimmages. We await the Student Government players and spectators of Colby
only need fourteen players for Association 's approval , their Quidditch will never be disapthe teams, but we have over 100 hopes for the Quidditch club con- pointed. They will have played a
up," Jiang tinue to escalate. "We were think- role in bringing their favorite chilpeople signed
explains. Although Quidditch ing about connecting with CCAK dren's book to life.
will initially be
considered a club
sport, it has the
potential to expand
into the athletic
department.
"Campus
Life
would house us for
a couple of years,
and if we were successful then athletics would take us
over. Then we'd get
athletic funding,"
Tyler
explains.
With this immense
support ,
Colby
Quidditch would
CHRIS KASPfiAH,'THE COLBY ECHO
secure the financial Five
r f o rHarryPotterand hopeto createthe Colby Quidditch club.
f r i e nbond
d s overf a i love
resources necessary

And even if
we do lose,
we'll still take
the team out
for chocolate
frogs.

Conference addresses race
By ANNA KELEMEN
SENIOR NEWS AND
FEATURES EDITOR

"Race, racism , white privilege ,
exp licit, imp licit, i gnorance. "
These words can trigger strong
responses from individuals not
only across campus, but also
throughout the United States.
For man) of us it can be difficult to discuss issues of race and
racism. When discussions on the
Hill do turn to to these issues students of the College often articulate fears of violating politically
correct standards or of accidentally being offensive. Despite
these obstacles, conversations
about race and racism at the
College have increased over the
past few years.
Two student organizations
have contributed to the ongoing
development of student awareness:
Society
Organized
Against Racism (SOAR) and
C a m p u s Conversations On
Race (CCOR).
This past
weekend, on
November 7, these groups united
to host a conference entitled
"Engaging Differences: A Best
Practices
and
Networking
Conference . " In addition to
Colby, eig ht other schools participated and sent 40 students to
join those from the College at
the conference.
The idea for the conference
originated last spring when
Emerson College was unable to
hold its yearl y "Best Practices
Conference ." Visiting Assistant
Professor of Psychology and
Coordinator of Multicultura l
Student Programs and Support.
Dean Josep h Atkins says.
Atkins has traveled with students of the College to a number of conferences , including

She originally became involved
one that took p lace at Brandeis
in CCOR when a close friend
University last year. Because
Colby is one of a number of approached her and encouraged
schools that have active chap- her to join. "Before 1 joined
ters of both SOAR and CCOR CCOR I wasn 't as apt to, let 's say,
call someone out when I heard a
on campus, one aim of this
really racist or offensive joke or
year 's conference was to bring
Balasubramanian
those groups from a variety of comment,"
respective colleges together and
says. Now, however, she feels
more confident in her objections
thus create a wider network.
For Atkins, the most reward- and more capable of expressing
ing part of participating in these her views publically.
programs on campus is the conAlthoug h Balasubramanian
versation it allows him to have
emphasizes that her involvewith students, faculty and staff . ment in CCOR has helped to
"My favorite part is the fantastic raise her awareness about race,
heart-to-heart
conversations she is simultaneously conscious
ot the organiwith students
zation 's limitawho are going
tions. "This is
through
the
a conversation
facilitator trainthat only haping sessions,"
pens once a
Atkins
says.
week for six
Although the
weeks. It gets
actual CCOR
somewhere ,
conversations
but it is importake
place
tant for people
exclusively
to think about
between
stuhow they can
dents, members
of the College 's
r e m a i n
involved ,
faculty
and
staff also parSavina Balasubramanian p o l i t i c a l l y ,
intellectually
ticipate in the
Class of 2010
training of the
and socially,
after [CCOR]
facilitators. For
Atkins , these training sessions ends. It gets somewhere, but it is
have allowed him to "meet some only a first step."
fabulous
students
and.. .to
For Balasubramanian , CCOR
and SOAR go hand in hand.
understand their experiences
While CCOR is a proactive strat[with] these issues." Atkins
hopes to eventually be able to egy for dealing with issues of
race on campus , SOAR provides
serve as many students on cama network for groups and individpus that wish to participate.
Savina Balasubramanian '10, uals interested in addressing
participates in both SOAR and these issues. "SOAR offers a netCCOR and was an active partici- work for people to talk about and
conference . draw from each other and each
pant
in
the
Balasubramanian first joined
others ' experiences."
CCOR as a participant but trained
to become a facilitator soon after.
See RACE, Page 9

Before I joined
CCOR I wasn 't as
apt to, let 's say,
call someone out
when I heard a
really racist or
offensive joke or
comment.
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TAKE YOUR N EXT B IG STEP
TO L ONG T ERM SUCCESS
The B ryant MBA One-Year program is
specificall y designed for those with little
or no professional experience. Graduates
in all a r e a s - a r t s, sciences, business,
,.
.. . .
....
cngincenng and healthcare - will bencht
from ea rning a Master of Business
Administration (MBA) early on.
By enrolling in the Bryant One-Year
MBA progra m you will:

Pracricum

• Gain valuable professional
experience th rough the Business
• Distinguish yourself in a
competitive job market.
• Build the strategic business and
. ..
,
,
practical know-how necessary for
success in any field.

To LEAR N MOKE ABO U T THE
Bryant MBA One-year P rogram:
V ISIT „ ",
. . , » «„ * „_,_,
www.bryant.edu/MBAone
CA L L :
(401) 232-6230
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EcoReps promote green living in dorms Embracfag eccentricity
I WHO'S WHO: GRANT PATCH 12

New program develops ways to
reduce energy use on campus
By SARAH LYON
NEWS STAFF

The EcoRep program, new this
year, will make you think twice
before you print one-sided, leave
your computer plugged in
overnight, threw your empty water
bottle into the trashcan or even
purchase bottled water in the first
place. At least, that is the plan. The
program is designed to promote
sustainable living and encourage
environmentally friendly habits
through its representatives in
dorms across campus.
Emma Gildesgame '10 developed the idea for the EcoRep program while working as the
environmental studies program
assistant over the summer. "One
of my tasks was to look at what
the other schools were doing for
campus sustainability and look
critically at what Colby was
doing and identity areas where
Colby had room for improvement," she says.
After researching sustainability programs at other colleges,
including Columbia University,
the University of Vermont,
Oberlin College, Bates College
and
Bowdoin
College,
Gildesgame submitted a proposal to the Office of Campus Life
and the environmental studies
department in July advocating to
start an EcoRep program on the
Hill. "Tufts had started an
EcoRep program a few years
ago, and many other schools
around the country have followed their lead. I looked at
what all these other schools were
doing and developed a proposal
for a program at Colby, with
guidance and input from [Oak
Professor of Biological Sciences
and Environmental Studies
Program Director] Russ Cole
and [Environmental Studies
Program Coordinator] Beth
Kopp," she says.
"We looked at how EcoReps
will fit into existing sustainability
and residential life programming—it fits perfectly with the
Colby 360 plan as well as the CL6 model used by CAs!"

This year, Gildesgame and
assistant coordinator Rachel
Baron '11 plan to "raise student
consciousness of the environmental impacts of everything we
do in daily life, and help students
fi gure out what works for them in
terms of campus sustainability. "
Gildesgame says.
EcoReps are assigned to each
dorm on campus and plan projects to increase environmental
awareness in these residences.
Due to a slight underrepresentation of EcoReps, some students
oversee dorms in which they do
not reside. "Each EcoRep is
meant to be a presence in their
dorm and be approachable and
knowledgeable about sustainable
living [and] how they could
reduce their impact on campus
and live more sustainably,"

reusable towels rather than paper
towels in the dorms," she says.
"EcoReps have also been writing
'green living tips' on their residents' doors, putting up posters
about sustainability, holding open
office hours [and] working with
their CAs."
Sarah Flanagan '12 lives in
Heights and serves as an EcoRep
for Grossman this year. In addition to her role as an EcoRep, she
continues to advocate green living campus-wide. "I'm working
on reducing printing waste and
increasing awareness about how
to print double-sided and thinking before you print," she says. "I
work at the information desk in
Pulver, so I see a lot of paper get
wasted there. I' m also working
on making Pulver a little bit
greener by encouraging people to
turn off the television when
they're done."
Lauren McCrary '12 is the
EcoRep for Woodman this year.

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Air-drying clothes on racks is an easy way to save energy.
Baron says. "[EcoReps are]
meant to have their own projects,
for examp le reducing paper
towel [use] in dorm bathrooms
[or] using less energy while
doing laundry."
Although the EcoRep program
started only,three weeks ago, representatives' have already started
planning several projects for their
dorms this year, Gildesgame
says. "We have EcoReps working
on getting hooks in the dorm
bathrooms, most likely attached
to the cubbies, for students to
leave their individual hand towels
on to encourage people to use

She has already begun to
encourage her fellow residents
to use drying racks rather than
dryers in order to save energy.
McCrary writes messages on
their boards to inspire discussion
about the environment. "1*11
write on [residents ' boards],
'What environmental issues are
most important to you?'" she
says. "My bi g project is providing drying racks in my dorm .
Students in Foss and Woodman
can come to my dorm and check
out drying racks for as long as
they need them."
McCrary believes that talking

about the problems facing our
planet is one of the best ways to
increase awareness about them.
"I'm interested in living green
because I know we only have one
planet to live [on]," she says. "It's
really important that every student engages in conversation
about the environment. Talking to
people really increases my education about the issues and what
people can do to make the world
a little bit greener."
Many of the College's current
sustainability programs go unnoticed by students, Gildesgame
says. "The vast majority of
Colby 's existing sustainability
programs happen behind the
scenes and don 't ask students to
COURTESV OF MONICA ALBU
think about their environmental
impacts or ways to reduce them," Art and music fanatic C*-unt Patch '12 aims to liven up the Hill.
she says. "For example, the
school but could never find the
College purchases 100 percent
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
green energy, and all pre- and
ideal sound. "I wished I could
NEWS EDITOR
record music that I hear in my
post-consumer food waste from
the dining halls is composted.
"Colby needs to be weirder," head...I just wanted to get my
When students turn off their
Grant Patch '12 says. As an ideas out the way I hear it and
lights or put their dishes on the
English major with a creative want it to be...so I found this
conveyer belts in the dining halls,
writing concentration, he 's doing [computer] program and figured
his part to help the College gain out how to use it," Patch says.
they 're participating in Colby 's
sustainability programming withsome flavor.
Now Patch records his own
out even thinking about it."
Hailing from Lexington, Mass., electro-pop music, which he calls
Over the years, an increasing
"birthplace of the American revo- Deaf Country. This music can be
number of student-led projects
lution," Patch currently resides in
found on MySpace.com. Last
inspired change on campus,
Grossman, the an and music year, Patch threw a couple of
McCrary says. "Things like the
house. His passions run the gamut small concerts in Hillside stairorganic garden and tray-less dinfrom creative writing to making wells that he called "Take Back
ing halls...are all things done by
his own music to acting, and Patch the Vestibule."
students who wanted to see
has at the very least dipped his fin"It was completely illegal and a
changes in everyday life."
gers into all of these areas here on fire hazard," he says, but it was an
Those involved in the EcoRep
the Hill. On top of that , "I try to do effort to reclaim public space. This
ridiculous stuff with my friends ," year, he and some friends hosted a
program hope that the ongoing
focus on the environment will
he says.
g low dance in
the Grossman
increase students' awareness and
Patch
has
basement, which
enthusiasm about green living.
been
writing
unfortunatel y
"We have a new approach to camcreatively since
got shut down
pus sustainability that will hopeelementary
before it really
but
fully draw in the many people on
school ,
"I've been only
got started , he
campus who haven 't previously
says. But he was
thought much about or been
writing seriouspulled into discussions of campus
ly
(whatever
p lanning to play
some of his
sustainability and sustainable livseriously
music there, too.
means)
since
ing," Gildesgame says.
It all plays
Working co-ectivcly to pro- I junior year of
nicely into his
mote more sustainable living can
high school."
goal of "undohave a si gnificant impact on camHis topics?
ing the steriliza"Basically
pus, Baron says. "Every student
tion of Colby."
what
everyhas the ability to reduce their
'
impact in the way that they live,
one s
been
Grant Patch Keep your eyes
out around camwriting about
and it 's just a matter of knowing
Ctass of 2012
pus for wacky
since
the
beginhow to do it and what to do. The
little things that
EcoReps are going to hopefully
ning of writmake that more accessible."
ing.. .life, death, love , you know. make you smile.. .Patch and some
of his friends may be behind them.
And heartbreak."
Last year, the crew put
Though he considers himself
more of a "prose guy," Patch has together a surrealist , rambling
recently gotten into poetry, partic- speech for Apri l Fools ' Day.
ularly slam poetry. In fact, he won After building up a lot of hype
a Grossman slam poetry contest about it , one student performed
The final keynote speaker
last year and performed at the the speech from the bridge in
also provided Balasubramanian
with a positive and proactive
Poets Rest at Dawn event that Pulver Pavilion, called "The
place
last
Saturday, Nose Knows."
response to racism. Horace
took
Or take his shoes. He says he
November 7.
Seldon , who spoke on the
morning of November 8, foundAs for writing, Patch says he sees peop le around with "really fly kicks " and , inspired by
ed SOAR in 1982. Seldon says
doesn 't work for one particular
that he created the organization
style over another. However, he their-bright colors and exceldoes look to his favorite authors lent hustle , he boug ht his own
"because on the day that Martin
f or inspiration. "You 're a con- "reall y cheap" pair of white
Luther King, Jr. was assassinatglomeration
of
everything shoes and painted them himed , he swore to fight racism for
the rest of his life." Seldon ,
you 've ever read when you self. Check them out if you see
him around.
write," he says.
who feels as though he has suc"1 just want to make Colby a
Here on the Hill , he is the vice
ceeded in dedicating his life to
president of the creative writing weirder place . I feel like so many
that cause, now likes to say that
people [follow the status quo]
he did not find purpose for his
club , The Cellar Door.
As for music, Patch played the and that 's cool , 1 do that too. But
life, but a purpose for his life
I just try to shake stuff up. "
guitar in bands during high
found him.

I wished I could
record music
that I hear in
my head...so I
found this
[computer]
program and
figured out how
to use it.

CCOR and SOAR inviteother colleges to campus
From RACE, Page 8
For Balasubramanian, the conference served a variety of purposes and accomplished a broad
range of goals—from the
abstract to the concrete. "Two of
the big workshops that were held
[this weekend] were aimed to
[bring together] those colleges
that have only CCOR and those
who have only SOAR. We
believe as a campus that the two
groups go together and that
CCOR can be used as a tool to
advance the fight." In this way,
the conference provided an

important networking opportunity f or the groups , and it served
as a jumping off point for the
development of new chapters of
both organizations.
In addition to networking,
Balasubramanian feels that workshops throughout the conference
provided a touching example for
those interested in engaging in
the effort to raise awareness
about issues of race and racism.
One of the keynote speakers,
Katrina Browne, presented a documentary that she both produced
and directed. Browne discovered
as an adult that her ancestors had
been one of the larger slave trad-
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ing families in the United States
Upon learning her family's histo
ry, Browne used the shame sht ;
felt to inspire the creation of he:r
revealing documentary.
In the film , Browne and nin.;
members of her extended famil;i
explore their past and experienc.:
revelations with regards to thei r
potential rotes in fi ghting racism ii l
society
today.
Fo:r
Balasubramanian , viewing th(i
film was a touching experienc.;
that was both moving and informa
tive. "Looking around the audi
ence there were lots of people witll
tears
in
their
eyes,**
Balasubramanian says.
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God Discussion Group

WEDNESDAY

'

,
Experience Colby
Indigenous Peoples and Human Rights In
2009
Cotter Union — Page Commons
7 p.m.
Tonya Gonnella Frichner will discuss the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, which was adopted in 2007, but was
vetoed by the USA. What does the United States'
veto mean for the human rights of Native
American peoples in 2009?
-^

i i iii
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Mitchell 134 — Lounge
8 p.m.

MONDAY

».
« -»i_-_ ___-i
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Red Cross Blood Drive
Cotter l/n/on — flsge Commons
9 a.m.

FRIDAY

|
I
I
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k
Kafka in Maine Mini Seihktar
Lovejoy 450
I
3:30 p.m.
.miimwrnmrnmimmimmmmimmmMmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmiii*
This IS a round-table discussion of Franz Kafka's
"Metamorphosis." The mini-seminar Is open to
all interested students. Please contact Cyrus
Colby Men Blue White game
Shahan (cshahan@colby.edu) for further
A/fond Athletic Center — Hockey Rink
information or links to digital texts.
7 p.m.
1
'
international Coffee Hour
Mary Low — Coffeehouse
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THURSDAY

Metamorphoses by Mary Zimmerman
Runnals — Strltler Theater
7:30 p.m.
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Noontime Art Talk
College Art Museum — Lobby
12 p.m.
¦

Philosophy Department Colloquium:
"Hegel and German Idealism"
¦ii .¦_-_ I. II_ . . ,H_
I
I

SATURDAY

i t mmmmmmmmmmmmmm *mmmmmm
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Colby Men Blue White game

Lovejoy 215
4 p.m.

ii

Myths and Realities:
The United States In Latin America
Diamond 122
7 p.m.
im
During his four and a half years as Assistant
Secretary of State for the Western Hemisphere,
Bernard Aronson dealt with wars, revolutions,
narco-traffickers and economic crises. In his lecture, he challenges common myths and preconceptions of the United States' role in Latin
America.

Alfond Athletic Center — Hockey Rink
7 p.m.
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Get Up Downtown
Jorgensen's Cafe

TUESDAY

Metamorphoses by Mary Zimmerman

Jorgensen's Cafe, Waterville
6 p.m.
Community members and students fro m all local
colleges are invited for free coffee and pastries
and is open until open 8 p.m.

Runnals — Strider Theater
7:30 p.m.
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Red Cross Blood Drive

Cotter Union — Rage Commons
9 a.m.
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Narratives of Mental Illness at Colby
Cotter Union — Page Commons
7:30 p.m.
Students with menta l illnesses at Colby submit
anonymous stories of how they have dealt with
their menta l illness at Colby. In turn, a group of
students will read these stories aloud on
November 12. Hopefully these stories will uncover
the secrecy behind mental illnesses and allow
people to realize that many students at Colby
struggle with these issues.

i

in i n

SPB Film Series:
The Ugly Truth
Arey 005
9 p.m.
¦
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Gentlemen of Quality:
Boxing

Cotter Union — Lower Program Space
9 p.m.
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Art Department Visiting Lecture
Honour Mack
Bixler 154
4:30 p.m.
Honour Mack is an Associate Professor at Maine
College of-Art where she has taught since 1991.
Her paintings have been shown extensively
throughout New England and nationally.

,.

BRIDGE Meeting
Mary Low — Coffeehouse
7 P " m-

Off the Record

Cotter Union — Page Commons
10 p.m.
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This week online 1

PEOPLE AT THE PUGH CLUB PALOOZA
BREAKING NEWS EDITION: A QUIDDITCH TEAM IN THE WORKS, A GREAT HALL IN FOSS, WHATS NEXT?

What else would make the College more like Hogwarts?

WWW.THECOLBYECHO.COM /BLOG

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION
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What p osition will
y ou p lay on the
up- and-coming
Quidditch team?
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"Hermione."

— Five of the Colby Eight
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— Clay Brown '13
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THE DRINKING AGE BC

LOWERED
TO 18?
REAK

A. YES, IT

B

"Butter-Natty."

DOWN

COULD ENCOURAGEA

SAFER
B.DRINKING CULTURE...25%
NO, THERE ARE TOO MANY
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE

¦¦
¦
¦
¦
¦¦¦
¦¦

— Kira Novak '12

"Please, Butter-Natty Light."

Ct/RREWT DRINKING AGE....25%
C. IF YOU CAN VOTE AND CAN BE

--

Hi

"Vampires."
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OUQTiON

—

DRAFTED, YOU SHOULD HAVE THE
RIGHT TO DRINK
50%
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LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
™^^_ ^

— Jay Mangold '10 & Bonnie Foley 10
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A. The Seeker — I'm nimble
and always up for the hunt.
B. Beaters... I play it rough.
C. Chasers. Can't touch this!
D. The Keeper, cause I like to
play it safe.
THt
Ttw
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"The foliage this time of year is
magical enough."

-l

Nicole Murakami
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weather.com

12-STEP
RECOVERY GROUP
THURSDAYS

12 P.M. TO 1 P.M.

ROSE CHAPEL
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I We Deliver until 2 am. and don't for get to ask about our weekly specials I
I

1OK off eat m and pick i? with Colby ID

JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Beach Bum Blonde
Summer Ale Cases

Was $27.99, now only $15.96
+ tax and deposit

Sam Adams Utopias We Only Have 3 bottles!
$149.99 / bottle + tax and deposit
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Hook and Ladder Brown Ale
Half Barrels
Now only $59.99 / case + tax and deposit
Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm ,
Thurs until 10 pm ,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

52 Front St., Waterville, ME

BMR's 25th Anniversary Show is uproarious fun
raphy and ""gfa flt and it paid off that border on camp; a lot of their
Cellophane" from Chicago,
which is a character's lament in spades.Their song together, "I songs are delivered with a big
about how no one ever seems to Hate Men" from Kiss Me Kate, grin and a wink. By doing this,
BMR broadens its show's appeal.
notice him. In the context of the was also quite entertaining.
BMR sold out all three of its This includes appealing to people
musical, it's a pretty depressing
song. Depression doesn't really performances. That's especially (like me) who don't even like
impressive when you consider Broadway musicals. BMR knows
mesh with BMR, however. So,
halfway through "Me Cellophane," the fact that BMR has always how to walk the fine line of
several other cast members walked been, at its core, inherently respecting the source material
on stage and began to converse nerdy. It's a revue of Broadway while messing with it. The
amongst themselves and the audi- musicals, for crying out loud! mentality of "Of course all of this
ence, oblivious to die song and Rather than shying away from is silly, but look at how much
mis fact, the group manages to damn fun it is!" is positively infecdance going on behindthem.
skillfully turn it on its head. tious. It was enough to almost
A highlight—from a show that
didn't really have any lowlights— BMR always embraces its nerdi- (almost) make me wish that I was
iwas "She's in Love" from the ness, and ratchets it up to levels dancing too.
Broadway version of The Little
Mermaid. Sung by the BMR's PLAY PREVIEW: METAMORPHOSES
I
female members, it was lively and
a lot of fun (and featured an
CAtKUHt (nCKSOhVTHE COLBY ECHO'
BMR revels in its own absurdity in its entertaining show. Pictured is the group s fabulously campy
uproarious cameo by Andrew
staging of "His Name is Lancelot "from Monty Python s' Spamalot.
Cox MO as a mermaid). Plus,
everyone wore seashell bras,
HI
ly hilarious. The actual singing, songs that just about everyone always an added bonus. "His
By ALEX BASSETT
Name
is
Lancelot"
from
Monty
long
the
group's
strongest
asset,
knew
(like
"Suddenly
Seymour"
STAFF WRITER
The play, based on selectwas as impressive as ever. There from Little Shop of Horrors) were Python's Spamalot, featured
ed myths from Ovid's
Broadway Musical Revue, or are 17 people in BMR, and every mixed in with lesser known items Andy Bolduc ' 10 being serenaded
Metamorp hoses , is a series
BMR as it is more commonly single one has a fantastic voice. and a few that were utterly by a group of singers (all wearing
of vignettes linked together
known , struck again this past Throughout the night, almost obscure. (Ever heard of Cops: sequins and too-tight pants) as
by the theme of transformaweekend. This year marks the everyone was given an individual The Musical? Me neither.) Each they tried to convince him that he
tion and the presence of
25th anniversary of the group, moment to shine, and no one dis- was given the same animated was secretly gay. It was a ridicuwater. Water is the metaphor for
and, judg ing by the performance, appointed.
treatment, however, so even when lous song done ridiculous justice
transformation and occupies the
BMR is not showing any signs of
This semester, there were four I'd never heard a song before, it by all involved An audience
majority of the stage space, as it
age yet. This was the seventh new additions to the group. Three didn't detract from my enjoyment favorite was a rendition of
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR
serves as the luninal space (refer
incarnation of BMR I've seen in of them, Mary Randall, Abby of the show one bit.
"Hakuna Matata" reworked into
to last week's article on the art
my time at Colby (the groups puts Crocker and Lindsay Garrard, are
The show got off to a rollick- an ode to the Colby student crater
The major selling point for exhibit. Or talk to Kerill
on a show every semester), and I freshman , and the fourth is senior ing start with a bright, flashy, entitled "Pugh, Page and Cotter."
have to admit that, overall, it was Annel .se Wiersema. You never whole-cast rendition of "Fame," Try singing those three names to the Theater and Dance O'Neill, because Iiminal spaces
probabl y the best show yet.
would have guessed that they from the musical of the same the tune of "Hakuna"—it works Department's production of are his passion). Not only does
Mary Zimmerman's Tony the water function as a symbol
BMR is well-known for its were new from watching the name. It set the upbeat tone for a amazingly well.
nominated
play for transformation, it also
Credit should be given to die award
emphasis on enthusiasm and show, however. They blended in show that was primarily made up
energy at the expense of refine- skillfully with their veteran cast of cheerful and inherently dance- show's four directors, Jenny Metamorphoses is the swim- changes: from a swimming
ment , but all three were very mates.
worthy songs. Even some of the Katzman MO, Jim Rockafellow ming pool on stage. It ranges pool, to the ocean, to the river
much in abundance this time
The show featured 18 different slower tunes were injected with MO, Sammee Jaff Ml , and Savvy from six inches at its shallow- Styx in the underworld. While
around. The dancing was crisp, songs, culled from a wide range strong dose of humor. Case in Lodge-SharffMl. They obviously est point and four feet at its change is a major theme of the
well-choreographed and frequent- of Broadway shows. Classic point: Sean Senior *10 sang "Mr. put a lot of work into the choreog- deepest. That's to get people in play, so is the constancy of love.
the seats, because how many "Not who you love or how you
times can you say you saw a love," Conner explained, "but
swimming pool on stage? that love is the thing you seek
Beyond the novelty of the throughout your life. It's the
thing
that
pool, the hope
is the audience
heals us when
will appreciate Although based on we are nearly
the
miracle
destroyed."
classical mytholothat is art.
Althoug h
s-i
Planning for gy, the play is not
based on clas<L>
the play began
sical mytholo1 a year ago and all white columns
0> By Peter Johansson, Resident Beer Expert
gy, the look of
is directed by and togas...The
the play is not
PQ
Lynne Conner,
all
white
God
Zeus
is
a
Associate
columns and
Jamaica's history was forever changed when Christopher much enthusiasm by the EBR team. First, the bottle is oddly
"It's
Professor of punk, like Sid
togas.
Columbus arrived on her shores in 1494. Not long after the shaped and doesn't seem like it could hold 12 ounces. Nicholas
modernized
the Theater
Spanish arrived and decimated the local population, the oppression made the argumet that the mouth of the bottle was smaller than
Vicious
was
a
punk
and made conand
Dance
and colonization of Jamaica continued under English rule before other standard beers. The general conclusion was that we were gettemporary "
Department ,
Jamaica finally threw off its European shackles in 1962. But long ting scammed even beforewe tasted the beer. The first words said
with techniConner said.
before gaining independence, Jamaica began its steps towards after tasting Amstel were, "This just sucks," which confirmed our
cal director John Ervin "The storytelling makes everyfreedom in 1928 when it brewed what was called the Great first impressions. The beer was very light overall, and seemed to
and
designer
Jim thing fresh and new. It is set in
Jamaican Beer: the Red Stripe Lager. Red Stripe proved to be a best resemble seltzer or soda water. Amstel finished with a QCZ
Thurston , both of who and out of time." For example,
beer of outstanding quality, putting its European counterparts to rating of 1442.
made the massive pro- the God Zeus is a punk, like Sid
shame. Some revisionists of history attribute much of Jamaica's
Next was Peroni from Italy. This beer immediately started off
ject of b u i l d i n g a pool Vicious was a punk, and Midas is
on better footing when the EBR team
rise to independence to the unity
into the stage possible. The a wealthy businessman in a 3
noted that all the labeling on the botand nationalism that was inspired
play also incorporates a major piece suit, the way you think of
by Red Stripe.
tle was in Italian, which we all agreed
dance component, which sets Donald Trump.
The Echo Beer Review (EBR)
was "very sexy." This gave it a boostl
it apart from other producAs revealed in the combinaed X factor rating. The beer also tastTeam members Alex Aitoro 10,
tions. The department even tion of the ancient and the moded much better with a little bit of a
Nicholas Van Niel '10 and Peter
commissioned
a
composer,
em, the play explores the lasting
bitter bite and a much crisper,
Johansson '10 decided to put this
Peter de Klerk, to write a score cultural capital of mythology,
refreshing taste compared to the
theory to the test and tested the Red
specificall y for the play. "It's which has been the major point
Amstel. The beer is light with what
Stripe Lager against a range of poplike a musical" Conner said, as of die Metamorphoses Project
ular European beers including
Alex described as a "very short but
it involves music and dance as based around the play. The
strong flavor...very Italian" As Alex
Amstel (Netherlands), Becks
major components in a grand Metamorphoses Project has been
reminisced of the home country the
( Germany) and Peroni (Italy). This
a semester long "array of
story.
rest of us rated Peroni and gave it a
week also saw the unveiling of a
BEEROn-HECARIBBEAN COM
A major reason for selecting events and classes that internew beer rating system, known as Red Stripe is both sexy to see and delicious to drink. QCZ rating of 1655.
this play was because so many sect with the idea of myth"
Third was Becks. The silver aluthe Van Niel-Johansson Quadinary
students could be involved in its Conner said. "It has always
minum wrapping around the neck of
Chrono-Zeta Measure (QCZ),
execution. It was a way to been important to make the
wherein each beer is given a QCZ number which resembles the the bottle immediately weakened its aesthetic appeal and put the
involve Colby students who connections between a piece
date of a year. The QCZ measure breaks a beer down into four cat- German beer off to a poor start. After tasting, all us were left in
would otherwise never have had of art and the larger culture,
egories. First, a beer is measured on a binary scale determining shock as to how this beer ever came out of Germany. We were cona reason to set foot in the theater and to invite the audience
whether one would ever drink the beer again, a one for yes or a vinced this light, poor-tasting beer must have been some sort of
world, while challenging those into the project. Art is supzero for no. The second category rates the taste of the beer on a prank, or else it was brewed by German exiles in Argentina who
students who are already posed to help us understand
zero to nine scale. The third category rates the aesthetic appeal of seemed to have forgotten the taste of beer. It finished with a QCZ
involved in .heater to take their our lives."
the beer on a zero to nine scale; this would include, for example, rating of 1544.
craft to the next level. All told,
After a long year of planning
ihe appeal of the labeling or design of the bottle, or the color of the
Finally we opened up the Great Jamaican Beer. Red Stripe
there are more than 60 students and much publicity this past
beer. Finally the beer is rated on a zero to nine scale for "X" fac- immediately scored huge points with its short no-neck chubby botinvolved (your peers!), includ- semester, the play will finally
tor, or "it" factor. This is a somewhat miscellaneous scale that tle and "X" factor points for its famous "Hooray Beer" commering a cast of 24. Although it pre- open this weekend November
incorporates any range of variables that simply make a beer more cials. The beer did not disappoint as it whisked all of us into
sents such a logistical challenge 13, 14, at 7:30 p.m. and
appealing or enjoyable. A list of possible examples that would give dreams of a Caribbean paradise. As Alex put it, "It's just delicious!
in terms of staging and manag- November IS at 2 p.m. with
hi gh "X" factors include a clever commercial for the beer, an inter- I just want to go to Jamaica for spring break and drink this all the
ing the cast and crew, the additional performances next
esting place of origin, or a funny name. Putting these categories time!" Its wheat-y barley taste was perfectly balanced by a slight
rewards justify the difficulties. weekend on November 19, 20,
together we could, for example, have a QCZ number of 1825. This sugar cane sweetness, giving it an overall QCZ rating of 1769.
"It's breathtaking to see the and 21 at 7:30 p.m. All perforThe Red Stripe Lager soundly trounced its European competiwould be a beer I would drink again, with a very good taste, a very
water and the actors and dancers mances occur in Strider Theater.
ugly looking bottle and design, but some appeal based on an tors, and left little room for doubt that it inspired a movement of
moving in the water," Conner Tickets are free so come early as
national unity and independence.
immeasurable factor.
said as the play enters its final this will be an event you do not
The first beer tested was the Amstel, which was not met with
Boo colonial oppression! Hooray beer!
want to miss.
rehearsals.

Metamorphoses
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REVIEW

Hooray Beer!: Jamaica 's Lager conquers counterparts I

Chorale preview concert indicates different direction
Visiting director
explores world
choral music
QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

I have been to a number of
Chorale concerts in my time at
Colby, and this was by far the
most unusual (I mean unusual
in a good way). With long-time
Chorale Director Paul Machlin
on sabbatical, Visiting Faculty
Fellow Shannon Chase had
some huge shoes to fill. With
Professor Machlin, I remember
the Chorale singing mostly
standard repertoire (Britten,
Mozart, Bernstein, Beethoven),
African-American spirituals
and arrangements of religious
songs, all of which were
always beautifully executed
and profoundly moving experiences. This concert, however,
focused on choral music from
around the world. It also incorporated some instrumental
accompaniment, which was a
departure from the usual a cappella renditions I expected
(except for the joint OrchestraChorale concerts at the end of
the year, most pieces the
Chorale performs are without
instruments).
The night started- out with
two songs called "Noel" which
are from an African musical
tradition. For some reason, a
portion of the basses and

While not the
.,,,-,, Chorale £PJKC€£J.
ao < lam used:
to...this preview
indicates the
future concert
should be
fabulous.
tenors were at the entrance of
the chapel and made their way
to join the rest of the choir at
the stage. Logistically, I imagine
singing and scrambling down
stairs is hard, but the theatricality
certainly added to the energy of
the piece. Even better was the
addition of the African
Drumming Ensemble, led by
Faculty member and master
drummer Jordan Benissan,
which filled out the Chorale
riiythmically and added an interesting dimension to the vocal
performance. Using the African
drumming ensemble was an
entirely new and very exciting
decision and worked well.
Next, we found ourselves in
Scotland, with the song "I'll
Ay Call in by Yon Town" a setting of a poem by Robert
Burns (of Catcher in the Rye
fame). This piece incorporated
the faculties of Sarah Chant
'11 and Joyce Moulton in a
piano duet to accompany the
chorale. I found the piece
tonally interesting: it is- not
tonal in the classical sense of
the word, but like Bartok's
work, it incorporates folk traditions into the idiomatic tonal
language. The pianists and the
chorale did a great job comp lementing each other and
staying together in a harmonically and rhythmically complex piece.
Staying in the United
Kingdom, the next song was
called "I Love My Love," a
Comish song. It used a smaller
portion of the singers in a
chamber chorale. For the most
part it was lovely (despite some
questionable harmonies) and
the four part writing came

through beautifully in the
Chorale 's rendition. The suspensions and their subsequent resolutions were to die
for, and the sopranos did
very well in their high register. The effect was convincing so it almost does not
matter that the notes were not
all there.
The next piece was a movement
from "Five Hebrew Love Songs"
by contemporary American composer Eric Whitacre. While not
particularly Jewish—the way
Chichester Psalms by Leonard
Bernstein is Jewish—Whitacre's
piece was beautiful nonetheless.
Like Bernstein, Whitacre's use of*
dissonant intervals in his music is
novel and beautiful. Chase navigated the Chorale between the
contrasting sections of beautiful
slow-moving four part writing
and rhythmically and harmonically fast-moving music with multiple meter changes admirably.

Also novel was the orchestration
that included violin, piano and
tambourine. Violinist Tara Brian
'10 played beautifully in her
instrument's lower register
The last two pieces were religious songs, "Hark I Hear the
Harps Eternal" and an African
American spiritual "Ride on,
King Jesus". Both were well
performed and uplifting. The
latter piece was very joyous and
ended the concert on a high
note (literally). A final note on
the last piece: the piano playing
was integral for its affective
goal and I have deep admiration for Sarah Chant, who
played superbly!
While not the Chorale performance I am used to, I was
very glad I went, and I look forward to hearing the full concert
in February with all the kinks
worked out. If this preview concert is an indication, the future
concert should be fabulous.

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Vtsting Faculty Fellow Shannon Chase directs the Colby Chorale in its preview concert. Rather
than standard repertoire, the concert focuses on choral music from around the world.
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Ann Arbor Ml
POSITION:
iC I E
*
Center back
WHY:
Games
Desmond anchored
Started
the Mules' defense
throughout the season Always quick to the ball, Desmond led
the team with his physical presence and unyielding attitude.
n
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k Nowa* I3
mm

Medfield, MA
Jg Wm *m urn
POSITION:
ID-l
)
j
-fcW "*?%0
Center back
WHY:
Games
Certainly a highStarted
lighted rookie,Nowak
started everygameoftheseasonandbecame
a crucial memberof the team. He helped lead
theMulestoaplayoffgameforthefirsttime
since the NESCAC insated postseason play.

PHOTO COUfTTESY OF BILL SODOMA

Hans Noering '10

HOMETOWN:
^J. 1__
Cohasset , MA
W W !
WHY:
Captain Noering was ex- At Maine State
tremely consistent this
Tournament
season. His results were
competitive in the NESCAC conference, and
his scores helped the Mules to remain a
contender in every match the team played
this season.
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Lexington , Mass. .^X
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WHY:
Senior Mike
Winning time at Colby
Bienkowski was
Invitational 8K race
a major part of
the men's cross country team's success
this season. He finished first among the
Mules in every race he ran, inlcuding a first
overall finish at the Colby Invitational.

Jeremy Judge ^10
HOMETOWN:
Cumberland, Maine
# Til
_^J
¦¦
Wl
WHY:
¦

___

Judge
At Maine State
turned in great
Championships
'
results for the Mules in
his final season running for Colby, finishing
second on the team in every race he ran. He
ran a 28:28 8K for his impressive 27th
place finish at the Maine State Tournament.
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HOMETOWN:
Big Flats, NY

WHy .

At the ITA Regional Tournament, Freeman
won a consolation match in singles. Also ,
with partner Phillip Zunshine '12, he won
a consolation match over Tufts. Freeman
shows great promise for the Colby men's
tennis team moving forward.
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HOMETOWN:
Ridgefield , CT
POSITION:
Fullback/Linebacker

^
4mm

|nterceDtlons
H
Co-captain Bel has been
a leaderfor the Mules all season, playing
well on both sides of the ball. "Off the field"^
Bel is the only football player in the NESCAC
to be nominated for the Good Works award
this season.
WHY:
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Chris Copeland '10

PHOTO COURTESY OF BlU.SOOOMA

Harry Smith '12

HOMETOWN:
^m f ^n m
Locust Valley, NY
|
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_
_ _IJT
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W HY:
Tt1e most consistent
At NESCAC
Player °n the team,
Fall Qualifier
Smith earned a spot on
the all-NESCAC team this season. Smith
was one of the strongest golfers on the
course in every tournament he attended. At
the NESCAC Qualifier he shot a 150 total.
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Robert Yee '12

HOMETOWN:
Qumcy, Mass.

WHY:

Qualifying for the semifinal round at the Wallach Invitational, Yee took a 6-4, 7-5 victory
over a Trinity College athlete, and a 6-1, 6-4
win over a Brandeis University athlete. Although he did not make it past the semifinals, his loss came at the hands of the
eventual D flight winner.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BILL SOOOMA

Katrina Gravel '10

HOMETOWN:
m
^
*j CT
Peabody, MA
_____
¦>• *¦.-_ •
POSITION:
Captain
At State of Maine
WHY:
Championships
Gravel was the
state champion, named to the all
NESCAC team, and is likely to be on the
all New England team and qualify for the
national championship race.
"
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Cassi Knight '10

HOMETOWN:
m
^I-_^XI___
Carlisle, MA
-ST||
mm m
POSITION:
. * i
Captain
At NESCAC
WHY:
Championships
Although injured
much of the season,
Knight was named to the all NESCAC second
team, and is likely to make the all New England team and hopefully qualify for nationals.
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
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HOMETOWN:
Rexfo rd . NY
POSITION:
Saftey

WHY:

f> Cm
OO
Tackles

By ma ^ n g a seamless transition from cornerback ,ast season t0 safety ttnls year Chrls

Copeland has proven his versatility. He leads

the team j n tables and is tied for the team
|ead in interceptions and passes defended.

f

Service Aces

Setter
WHY: Ten Eykejoined the squad under pressuretoreplacecareerassistsleaderJenny
Lawrence '09. She did admirably, recording
thethirdmostacesintheNESCAC.
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Heather Arvidson-« '11
HOMETOWN:
m,^
^
f
^
T i
Andover, MA
______
^
¦
_____¦ W
POSITION:
Middle blocker
K|l!s per set
WHY:
As the team's go-to hitter
when they needed a side-out, Arvidson was
a force to be reckoned with. She led the
team in kills per set, and she also led the
team in hitting percentage.
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Caitlin Burchill '12

HOMETOWN:
O #F? i_X
Walpole, MA
O¦
W^
POSITION:
Outside hitter
Digs per set
WHY:
Burchill was a leader on the court and
worked hard to make every point happen. A
smart player with good instincts. Burchill
frustratedmany of the best hitters in the
NESCAC this season.
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HOMETOWN:
m j m ^m —
^
Laurel , DE
1_tl
-J_5
POSITION:
***** u ¦* *
Quarterback
Passing Yards
WHY:
Kmetz has become one of the elite quarterbacks in the NESCAC. In the latest conference statistics, Kmetz ranks third among
quarterbacks in total offense, fourth in passing yardage and fourth in pass efficiency.
;

Casey Sullivan '10

HOMETOWN:
R e NH

fi
5
"¦
W
-^

M

* '
POSITION:
Defensive Tackle
Tackles for Loss
WHY:
Helping to anchor a defensive unit that has
allowed the third fewest yards in the
NESCAC, Sullivan's contribution is evident.
He leads the Mules in tackles for a loss and
is tied for the team lead in sacks.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BH-L SOOOMA

Su-Lin Del Guercio '11 Lexi Bohonnon '10
PHOTO COURTESY OF BILL SOOOMA

HOMETOWN:
^
Parsippany, NJ
J
POSITION:
***^*
Center Back
Assists at
WHY:
Centerback
Del Guercio is known for her speed, technical ability and dedication to team. This season she also contributed two assists from
center back, helping to set up important
goals in two different games.

HOMETOWN:
C£t\ Ctt\
Madison, CT
l3^_P™^3^«r
POSITION:
Back
Career Games
WHY:
Started
Bohonnonfinishes her careerasan "iron
woman," starting every singlegameinherfour
yearsatColby.Hertoughnessintheback
helpedcontributetotheMulesrecordingseven
shutoutsonthe season.
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Nick Kmetz '12
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As a first year, Aubin became an integral part
of the Mule offense. In 14games Aubin was
tied for the team lead in goals and assists.
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Goalkeeper
Save Percentage
WHY:
Pisani rose to the ocasion this year and
was once again a force to be reckoned
with in the net. Her 114 saves rank her
second among goalies in the NESCAC.
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Tara Davidson earned
Wins at
Wheaton
two of the three points in
the Colby women's tennis loss to the excellent Wheaton College
team. At the NEWITT event, Davidson
earned a 1-1 singles record, and a 1-1 doubles record with partner Katie Brezinski 1
' 1.
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Points
WHY:
Quadlr 1
' 1 has established herself as a
major force on the Colby offense. She fin\s\xe6 this season with 22 points, including
a team leading 9 goals, 3 of which were
game winners, despite missing several
games due to injury
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WHY:
At the NEWITT event,
Singles Record
Holmes went 3-0 in
singles. Holmes also defeated a University
of Southern Maine opponent in the number one singles spot. She is undefeated
in singles with a 4-0 record for the fall,
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Tara Davidson '10
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Andover, MA
W
POSITION:
A
88 9 3
Captain, Sweeper
'*
WHY:
in her last Colby season captain Saccone
played a major role in the offensive attack ,
leading the team in assists with 6 and scoring
3 times herself. Her presence will certainly
be missed next season.
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Over the course of
the season Fontaine showed off her goal
tending skills, blocking 91 shots and averaging just 2.8 goals against per game,
Fontaine also recorded one shut out
against St Joseph's.
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CROSS COUNTRY

Championship season continues Mules to finals
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

This weekend, Colby men's
and women 's cross country
teams competed in yet another
championoship, as both took part
in the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference Division III Championships. Although some of the
top runners on both teams took
the week off in order to rest up
for next week's New England
Division III Championships, both
teams, with strong performances
by many of the younger runners,
turned in successful results.
The men were led by Luke
Doherty Munro '13, who finished the eight-kilometer race in
27:52, good for 32nd place in a
field of nearly 300 runners. He
was followed by Matthieu
Nadeau '12, John DeAscentis
'11, Chris Darrah *10, John
Williams '13, and Sam Grant
'12, all of whom finished within
40 seconds of each other in just
under half an hour, all in the top
half of the field. The combined
effort earned a team score of
526, good for 17th out of the

43 teams m the race, ahead or
schools like Connecticut College
and the United States Coast
Guard Academy. Williams College won the overall race, with
a score of 85.
For the women, the team
was led by Emma Linhard '11,
who finished the six-kilometer
course in 23:42, 7th place in the
field of 275 runners. Behind her
were Nora McCall '11, Monica
Davis *13, Jessica Mullaney *11,
Robyn St. Laurent '12, and
Morgan Lingar '13. All of them
finished in the top half of the
race. The team score of 226
earned the Mules 7th place out
of 39 teams that took part in the
race, which was won by Middlebury College, with a team
score of 37. Colby beat teams
like Tufts University and intrastate rival Bates College.
Up next for Colby crosscountry are the regional championships, where the teams and
individuals will be competing for
spots in nationals. As the pressure builds, we can expect continued success from the Colby
runners.

By LAURA LITTMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby men's rugby team
won their semifinal game for the
plate against the Springfield College Rugby Club. The Mules
hosted the game on Saturday, October 7 at Seaverns Field under the
lights. The energy of a playoff
game filled both the players and
the large gathering of fans; sometimes the cheering was so loud the

RLE PHOTO

Up nextfor Colby cross country is the regional championships

Football shootout at Seavems
By WILLIAM HARRINGTON
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Going into the final game of the
season, Colby College football
stands to finish 5-3 in the New
England Small College Athletic
SATURDAY, NOV. 7

Conference (NESCAC) and to
cany the CBB title back -to
Mayflower Hill with a win against
Bowdoin this Saturday, November
24. Did anyone see this coming?
Once upon a time, Colby was 02 and hurting. Although it may
seem as if I' m overstating the devastation, let 's be honest: it was a
hard 0-2 to swallow. In the opening game of the season the Mules
lost in the last minute to the powerhouse Williams College 19-23
and the very next week Colby traveled to Middlebury College in redemption, only to suffer a 45-0
trouncing.
In such a short season, it
seemed that this initial hardship
was going to be too much to overcome in such a short season. "It
takes tough minded people to play
this game and adversity is an inevitable part of all sport; one has
to be ready to deal with it," Head
Coach Ed Mestieri said. "Self pity
is just not allowed."
Ever since the day when the
outsiders thought the season was
lost, Colby has not only proved
them wrong, but also has become
one of the elite teams in the conference. Every aspect of the Colby
team stepped its game up. The
first three contests after Middlebury were all about defense: a unit
that now ranks third in the
NESCAC in total yards allowed.
The last two games have highlighted a blossoming offense that
can run and gun with the best offensive teams in the conference.
"In this league you never know
what to expect," senior captain
Roger Bel said. "What we did
know though is that we would
need to play 60 minutes every single game. When we put together
a complete effort we can compete
with anyone in the league."
This last Saturday, November 7
the Mules did just that , and
emerged the victors in a 34-31
shootout with Tufts University in

the final home game of the season.
Both teams came out with efficient offensive drives right off the
bat. Colby scored on a 1-yard run
from Dan Prunier '10 after a balanced possession but Tufts rebutted with a 48-yard kickoff
return and eventual rushing touchdown of its own.
After a failed Colby possession, Tufts turned around and
scored on a 4-yard scoring pass
with 10:28 to play in the quarter.
They took this score into the half,
but Colby hung tough and denied
Tufts points after they started a
drive in Colby territory off a Nick
Kmetz '12 fumble. Although the
game was a high scoring affair,
the Mules still did their jobs on
defense when it counted. "Defensively our kids played their tails
off, "Mestieri said. "Three times
in the red zone we held them to
field goal attempts with them only
making one. We had guys making
plays all over the field."
With 9:01 left in the third
quarter the Jumbos stretched their
lead to 14 points when running
back Pat Bailey hit a seam and
broke through the Colby secondary for 94-yard touchdown. The

crowd appeared stunned, as
Colby has controlled the run so
well all year.
With the score 21-7 and the
ball in Kmetz's hand (16-for-26,
273 yards passing, 53 yards rushing), the Colby offense kicked in
gear and decided to put on a
show. Quarterback Kmetz, with
seemingly unshakable confidence,
threw four touchdowns in the
second half to three different receivers. The first three offensive
possessions for Colby after the
score read 21-7 all ended in scoring strikes. Kmetz found receivers Matt Hellinger Ml (5
catches, 107 yards 2TDs), Nate
Carson Ml (2 catches, 29 yards,
1TD) and Patrick Bums Ml (5
catches, 81 yards 1TD) on 26yard, 26-yard and 29-yard touchdown passes, respectively. Kmetz
received the NESCAC offensive
player of the week award for his
performance in the second half.
Tufts finally settled and went
40 yards on eight plays to cut the
lead to 27-24 on a 25-yard field
goal by Adam Auerbach with
9:08 to play.
On Colby's next drive the
Kmetz-Hellinger combo stayed

hot Hellinger beat his comerback
off the snap and caught a soaring
41-yard pass for the touchdown.
In addition to the passing
game, all day the Colby offensive
line allowed for a balanced attack
with the run. Prunier rushed for
77 yards on 19 carries.
"We're blessed right now with
a very good offensive line and
outstanding skill players. Being
strong in both areas has given us
more flexibility," Mestieri said.
After a Tufts touchdown with
just 2:28 to play made the score
34-31, Colby was able to run out
the clock and avoid a last minute
Tufts comeback.
Now the Mules will look to
bring back the honor of the CBB
title in this Saturday's game
against Bowdoin and complete
the full turnaround for the season.
A large contingency of Colby students will travel down to
Brunswick to cheer on the Mules
against a Maine rival. "We look
forward to the outpour of support
we get every year at Bowdoin,"
said Bel. "This year I anticipate
our fans, who have been outstanding, will help us on the road
when it matters most."

referee had to tell the fans to quiet
down so the players could hear the
whistle. The men won the game
with a final score of 19-5.
In the Springfield game, Campbell Stevenson M2 , Co-Captain
Sam Brakeley M0, and Nate Bangum MO , all had tries, and although the team's kicking was a
little off in the first half of the
game, the team pulled things together in the second half of the
game. "Their team was really good
on the offsets picking up the ball
and running directly from the
ruck]. However, our forwards really shut them down," Co-captain
Peter Serina said.
The first try of the game was
scored when after a penalty the
Mules tried to run it in. They rati
several phases with the forwards,
who are the big guys, on the right
side of then field , and then they
spread it out wide to Campbell, the

for the Man of the Match. On Saturday night against Springfield ,
Tim Sciore Ml was selected for
this honor.
The team will head to Keene,
NH, on Saturday, November 14, to
face the Plymouth State Norsemen
Rugby Club in the plate cup finals.
Plymouth had a 3-3 record during
the regular season. Heading into
the game, the Mules are focusing
on getting touches on the rugby
ball, one-on-one tackling, ball handling, kicking, and most importantly, getting healthy for the
game. 'That is what we need to be
successful," Serina said.
Rugby is both a mental and
physical game that is fascinating to
play and to watch- that is, as long
as you can get over the brutality of
the sport. However, many people
do not even know the basics of the
game and are only confused when
they watch. So, the following are
some basics of rugby for the next
time you go to support the Colby
Rugby Football Club, perhaps next
year.
The first rule of the game is that
you cannot pass the rugby ball forward, and the scoring of Rugby is
very similar to the scoring of football. A try (getting the ball into the
end zone) is worth five points, a conversion after a try is worth two and
kicking for points is worth three.
The try and a conversion are very
similar to the touchdown and the
extra point in football. [The clock
runs throughout the game, and play

COUBTESV OF PETER SERINA

The Colby rugby team after its semifinal victory.
inside center, who broke a tackle
and ran it in for a try.
Not letting down, Springfield
scored at the beginning of the second half. Colby scored the second
try off the scrum. Brakeley did an
8-man pick up and used his shifty
skill to break through three tackles
to score the game-winning try.
The third and final try was the
last play of the game. Serina grubbeted the ball , kicking it so it
bounced on the ground through the
Springfield line and although he
was tackled, Bangura was able to
pick up the loose ball and score the
final try.
At the end of each game, the
Mules have a tradition of voting

is continuous.] When a person is
tackled, either a ruck (on the
ground), or a maul, (on the player's
feet) is formed. Restarts in play are
usually lineouts, similar to a throwin in soccer, or scrums. A player is
allowed to kick the ball forwards
and often does so for better field positioning throughout the game.
Although it is a club sport, the
Colby Rugby Football Club has
beenone of the best teams on campus this season. The men appreciate all the support from their fans,
and will put forth a hard fight in
the battle against Plymouth State
on Saturday, to hopefully win the
plate wearing the Colby name.
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Conor Tidgwell '11, rushesfor a gain in Colby s' win over Tufts University on Saturday, November 7.
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